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Accidents of Form 
 

1. 

Form is arbitrary.  

At least literary form. What function does the form of a sonnet 

serve? What necessity shapes its fourteen Iambic lines and its 

rhyme scheme?  

There is history, but that is another story. . . 

The function of form is to intensify and compress language. 

Form forces choice. I can use this word, but not that one. I can 

place this word here, but not there. I have only so many words 

available, only so many lines. To capture meaning, to capture 

emotion within these limits, I must use each word to maximal 

effect, taking advantage of not only denotations, but 

connotations, associations, echoes, histories, puns. Each word 

must bear more of the meaning, more of the burden, and so, the 

work is compressed.  

Even so called “free verse” develops forms, following rules the 

poet creates and applies consciously and unconsciously. 

Fiction also compresses language, choosing which scenes to 

develop in which language, though typically—not always (see 

Joyce) --less than poetry. 

Great literature is literature in which the language is most 

compressed, is literature in which each word contains a 

maximal burden. (There is a correlation, or maybe a ratio, 

between the degree of compression and the degree of difficulty, 

the amount of attention a reader must pay to gain access, to 

follow the work. Poetry, as the most compressed verbal art, 
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requires more attention (many caveats here) and thus has fewer 

readers in general. (A topic for later explorations.)) 

Criticism is the art of decompressing literature, unfolding all 

the origami of enfolded meanings into essays, following paths, 

tends, relations, associations to their ends. 

Form doesn’t have to mean the forms handed to us through 

history, like the sonnet. 

We are capable of making our own forms. 

. . . 

Many of these ideas came to me most forcefully from reading 

Zukofsky’s “A”.  “A” is a laboratory of formal experimentation. 

The first six movements, are good enough, though they are 

mostly collage, resembling parts of Patterson and the Cantos. 

But A-7 is set of interlocking sonnets on the topic of a sawhorse 

on a Brooklyn street. A-9 offers two versions of a Canzone by 

Arnaut Daniel. Many of the movements reflect musical 

structures, some like A-13 in very precise ways.  But where 

Zukofsky really captured my formal imagination is with A-14 

and later with A-21 through 23. In these movements, he changes 

the nature of metric. Instead of counting syllables or feet, he 

counts words. 

 

let some 

be unnumbered 

the night 

of the 

hours the 
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24 all 

of a 

day the 

words you 

count what 

words you 

leave out (A-14) 

 

From A-21 on he settles on a 5-word line. From the beginning 

of A-23, for instance: 

An unforeseen delight a round 

beginning ardent; to end blest 

presence less than nothing thrives: 

a world worn in whose 

happiest reins preempt their histories  

There are advantages to counting words. Words expand and 

contract more than syllables or feet. You can vary the pace of 

the line while still creating formal expectation.  Within these 

five word lines, Zukofsky plays with assonance, alliteration, 

internal rhyme and puns. They create a music in a more literal 

sense than any of Pound’s experimentations, in that the words 

almost lose meaning. We are carried by the rhythm and the 

metric, understanding the poem without understanding the 

words. Returning to the poem later, applying close analysis of 

the words and phrases one will discover a polysemous web of 

allusions, puns, and connotations and references to other parts 

of the poem. 

(In the above: Note the pun “a round,” a favorite of Zukoksky’s. 

The word “ardent” may contain a reference to the “Arden 

Shakespeare.” “To end blest” refers back to the last stanza of 
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“A” 12. The word “reins” subtly brings in Zukofsky’s favorite 

image of the power and beauty of nature—the horse, while also 

referring to the reigns of kingdoms and nations. A hundred 

other details. . .) 

Zukofsky continues this word count metric in 80 Flowers, 

poems which also achieve a compression of meaning matched 

only by Paul Celan’s late works. Here is a fragment of 

“Dandelion” 

No blanch witloof handbound dry 

hearts to racks a comb 

lion’s-teeth thistlehead golden-hair earth nail 

. . . 

Here from Paul Celan, chosen almost at random, translation 

by Pierre Joris: 

The branches, nerve-piloted 

fall upon 

the already 

reddened harsh shadows, 

a snakebite before 

rose- 

rise 

I find both inspiring. Zukosfky’s puzzles, reward 

decomposition with beauty and insight, though, I must admit, 

of the two, I find the puzzles of Paul Celan have the deeper 

emotional resonance for me. 

Though I learned much from Zukofsky, and for that matter, 

Celan, the tone and feel of the poem owes more to my reading 

of Susan Howe. Her mixture of scholarship, personal 

observation and lyricism and the way that she mixes them in an 

inimitable simplicity and beauty of expression—I know it is 
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inimitable because I have tried—is more than inspiring to me. I 

treat some of her poems like hymns.  

Dithyrambs 

into axioms    accurate 

as air (refraction) water 

(reflection) 

Transcendent could be whis 

buried 

Or as snow fallen 

Could be cold snow 

falling 

Lie down in snow 

Do nothing wrong 

but Wrong 

From Pearl Harbor.   

There are aspects of her poetry, at times, and not everywhere, 

that remind me of the late poetry of HD, but that is for another 

day. She is also an amazing essayist and her book of Emily 

Dickenson is beyond price. . . 

So Zukofsky, Celan, Howe. In each part, I count words like 

Zukofsky and create elaborate numerical structures such as he 

was fond of. I don’t have the hermeticism of Celan, though I 

have tried, even in such expansive forms to compress and 

concentrate the attention. I have tried to get a touch of Susanne 

Howes’ historical mystery, the reflective texts that hover just 

above the events and fields of specific people and times. 

. . . 
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I have always had a formal understanding of poetry. My 

imagination is architectonic. I create cathedrals, and labyrinths 

out of words. In this poem I have created structures that I have 

played with for decades, trying to find themes to fit the form. 

This poem, this book, incorporates many of these structures. 

One 

Consider the idea of ONE, the singular, the whole, the 

indivisible. 

Parmenides asserted in his poem that Being itself is one, 

indivisible, whole, eternal, timeless. Time is one. There is only 

this moment. The past, the future exist only as they are present 

now in a living mind. (Being is the same as thinking; thinking 

is being.)  

Prime numbers represent such a unity, divisible only by 

themselves and one.  

Section one has 1601 words, a prime number. I derived the 

number from the quadratic formula x|x=x2-x + 41.  The 

quadratic formula returns 40 prime numbers in sequence. For x 

I used 40, the largest number that the formula can take and 

return a prime. After 40 the sequence falls apart. (I came across 

the formula in Arthur C. Clarke’s Rama 2, a science fiction novel 

in which astronauts board a returning alien space craft to 

explore and discover what they can.) 

There are also other rules, of course. The number of words in 

each line must also be a prime number (one exception, see 

below). Rules for the punctuation, or lack of it, rules 

juxtaposition and contrast for the collage of quotes and 

impressions. . . 

It was reading of Parmenides in the Greek that spurred be to a 

reading and rereading on of philosophy on a fairly broad scale. 
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One of the rules of the poem is that is a reflection of and on that 

reading, and a prologue to the rest. 

An example of the collage: 

in structural terms what we call the end of the world 

is the death of a sphere               this  

is not the common understanding of time 

foam of probable improbabilities    

universe packed into a proton       from nothing 

something     inflation ballooning a universe 

an alien light wandering dark/bright 

around the earth     

gravity effects all bodies equally 

but does not the tight rope walker 

experience the weight of the world differently 

than the laborer loading freight 

at warehouse docks 

does not the dreamer float 

above her bed  

as black birds scatter into the dawn 

The word counts per line: 11, 7, 5, 4—not prime, the only such 

line in the poem, necessary to end with the 1601 words, a 

quantum uncertainty 
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(open question is it possible to make a large prime number out 

of only prime addends) 

                                                                          --,7, 5, 5 

(“dark/bright” counted as a single word), 3, 5, 7, 7, 7, 5, 3 ,5 ,3, 

7. 

The first two lines are from Sloterdijk’s Bubbles. The next 

from Parmenides’s poem. “foam of probable improbabilities” is 

my interpretation of quantum mechanics. The next two lines 

describe the big bang and inflation. The line “an alien light 

wandering dark/bright” is from Parmenides again. The next 

few lines are about the relative experience of gravity, but they 

echo Nietzsche’s tight rope walker and the spirit of gravity in 

Zarathustra.  

The last line comes from wherever poetry comes from.  

Is there a logic, a method to this?  

Yes, no.  

It is mostly feel and association, fragments gathered around a 

few “themes,” and emotions. The flow follows the Parmenides 

poem to some extent, but it has side pools and eddies: 

Heidegger’s reworking of being and time, his transformation of 

the infinite now to a finite circle bounded by the horizons of 

birth and death, modern science, and my own reactions, images 

from my life juxtaposed to these. The form is diffuse, and 

though it is all a part of One, it does not necessarily coalesce into 

a single point or an overarching message. To a large extent, it, 

and the poems in Nine are about how philosophy feels to me, 

or about how philosophy maps to my sense of poetry. 

 

* 
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Nine 

ἣ δ᾽ ἔτεκ᾽ ἐννέα κούρας ὁμόφρονας, ᾗσιν ἀοιδὴ  
μέμβλεται ἐν στήθεσσιν, ἀκηδέα θυμὸν ἐχούσαις       

Nine daughters of a homogenous mind whose 

hearts desire song 

 

Nine muses. One part for each of the nine muses, each part 

obsessed with 9. To take only the first part: each stanza has 9 

words. There are 81 stanzas. . . 

I present the Muses in the order that Hesiod introduced them, 

though they only got their significations later, in Roman times: 

Clio                                 History 

Euterpe                         Music song 

Thalia                            Comedy 

Melpomene                 Tragedy 

Terpsichore                  Dance 

Erato                             Love poetry, Lyric 

Polyhymnia                 Hymn 

Urania                          Astronomy 

Calliope                        Epic, also Kingship, rule 

These poems are primarily collages of philosophical quotes 

arranged around the theme of the Muse, interspersed with my 

own commentary and impressions.  

Clio braids the themes of information, technology and history, 

with a heavy reliance on Heidegger and Deleuze, a touch of 

Adorno, and a long passage from James Gleick’s The 

Information. 

when new information technologies 

alter the existing landscape     they 
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bring disruption      new channels 

new damns rerouting the flow 

the balance between creators and consumers 

is upset         writers 

and readers    speakers and listeners 

market forces are confused 

 . . . 

Euterpe focuses on the nature of art, with a healthy dose of 

Adorno’s Aesthetics: 

it is uncertain whether art 

       is still possible     whether 

with its complete emancipation it 

       did not sever its 

own preconditions     art works detach 

       themselves from the empirical 

world and bring forth another 

       world         thus however tragic 

they appear     artworks tend toward 

        affirmation   

Thalia is, perhaps, an exception. My attempt at comedy may 

not be particularly funny, but it is mostly mine. I have long 

wanted to do something with the head of Orpheus. Such a 
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strange, and yet compelling myth. (One might note what Neil 

Gaiman did with it in his Sandman series.) 

Melpomene the tragedy of a philosopher seduced by 

totalitarian politics. . . 

Terpischore, the dance of ideas, gods and dreams. 

Erato, nine lyrics, at least two quoted from Derrida, the last 

one from Wittgenstein: 

what happens  

when we make an effort 

say in writing a letter 

to find the right expression for our thoughts 

this compares the process to one of translating 

or transcribing    the thoughts were already there 

but might not all sorts of things happen 

I surrender to a mood 

or a picture occurs and I try to describe it 

or I make a gesture     

what words correspond to this gesture 

what in the end  

did the thought consist of 

before its expression 

Polyhymnia, a hymn to the maternal cave, the dark, heavily 

dependent on Sloterdijk’s Bubbles. 
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womb   tomb   cave where uterine darkness 

borders the illuminated and sayable domain 

Urania, Heraklitos and physics. 

Calliope, Epic: Hesiod, Homer, Sloterdijk and a bit of Freud. 

 

Twelve 

There are twelve Labors of Herakles. Twelve words per stanza, 

twelve stanzas per part, each stanza in a triplet of 6/2/4. The 

sequence of the labors various in different accounts. I have used 

Apollodorus’ account. 

1. The Nemean Lion 

2. The Hyrdra 

3. The Ceryneian Hind 

4. The Erymantian Boar 

5. The Augean Stables 

6. The Stymphalian Birds 

7. The Cretan Bull 

8. The Mares of Diomedes 

9. The Belt of Hippolyta 

10. The Cattle of Geryon 

11. The Apples of Hesperides 

12. The Dog Cerebus 

These poems were difficult. I was torn between telling the story 

of the labor and just assembling a collage of quotes around the 

gist of the labor. My first vision was of long narrative retellings 

of the stories with philosophical asides. Then I thought maybe 

I should do something more like I did in nine, a collage of 

philosophical fragments mapped to the underlying themes of 
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the story. I ended up with a compromise that leans heavier on 

the story telling than the gathering of quotes, but is also much 

briefer than my original narratives would have been. 

Some venture more toward the philosophical: 

swift as thought   flash of light 

off antlers 

all to be seen 

as if to chase a dream 

through endless 

time     we have seen 

that past present and future are 

not three 

parts of single temporality 

two readings of time each complete 

and exclusive 

the always limited present 

 

Others lean toward the narrative: 

The boar is almost an afterthought 

the story 

focuses on the centaur 
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Pholus and the rites of hospitality 

gone wrong 

a jar of wine 

poison arrows     

And, although I will let them stand as is, I am uncertain still 

which is the better route. 

Three 

A triplet of goddesses: Kore, Demeter, Hecate, youth, maturity, 

old age, the maiden, the mother, the witch, a triplet which 

seems to define the limits of existence, and the eternal cycle of 

time. Three line stanzas with 6 words each (It amuses the 

adolescent ghost in me to measure each stanza as 666), 33 

stanzas per section. 

The kore, the maiden, the girl: 

she cuts herself and bleeds while 

reading Sappho     full of despair    sure 

none will find her fair enough 

to ever love her      afraid that 

only death can love her fully 

for what and who she is 

based on many adolescent girls I have known, with high 

intelligence and an unstable emotional balance. 

The mother: 
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she watches her daughter watch the 

mirror     love will find you    she 

thinks   or something that is not 

quite love but will get you 

through      you are what I know 

of love    she thinks      you think 

I know nothing of how you 

feel    but I have felt it  

all before      

And the crone:  

                 I have lost everything there 

is to lose     I have given 

it all to darkness   but I 

am still here      toothless I suck 

marrow from the bones of time 

Philosophy is more understated in these last three poems, but 
the trio of women in themselves form a proto philosophy, a 
philosophy of the stages of life as old as human kind.  

2. 

Philosophy and poetry are neighbors, said Heidegger 

somewhere. (I think it was an essay on Hölderlin.) I have 

always wondered what kind of neighbors they are. Do they get 

together for barbeques on summer evenings and talk about the 

latest news and gossip over beers, or do they quarrel over the 
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fence, accusing each other of intruding on the other’s space? 

Are they, in other words, good neighbors or bad? Does one 

guard the other’s house when he (or she) is gone on vacation, 

collecting their mail and watching for intruders, or are they 

indifferent to each other’s actions, their comings and goings?  

I have loved poetry since I was about 15, and perhaps earlier. I 

have been reading philosophy intensely for the past several (15 

or 20) years. I don’t think that I am philosopher. I don’t read 

philosophy with the intent to understand Philosophy as a 

philosopher, or to arrange ideas into a history of various 

philosophical movements and trends. I read philosophy as a 

poet. I read it with the intent of deepening my understanding 

of who and where I am, with the hopeful side effect of 

deepening my poetry. 

I believe life is ultimately meaningless, except for the meaning 

we give it.  

I read for meaning. 

I started with Plato in high school, especially The Symposium—

isn’t that every one’s first love? Then I moved on to Nietzsche, 

the anti-Plato. I developed an early affection for the pre-

Socratics, especially Heraclitus. In college, since, though not 

Catholic, I was attending a Jesuit school, I read Augustine and 

Thomas and Chardin. On my own I read Aristotle, James and 

Russel and Whitehead. I had an early fondness for Sartre and 

Camus. Ezra Pound’s Neoplatonic tendencies led me to 

Plotinus and Meister Eckhart. My interest in language led me 

to Wittgenstein. 

Recently I have been reading some of the Post Moderns. I had 

avoided them for what could be called political reasons. When 

I was looking at PHD programs (way back in the early 1980s), 

Universities were being torn apart by the conflicts between 
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professors and departments espousing “Deconstructionism,” 

“Structuralism” or the “New Criticism” based on T.S. Eliot’s 

essays. Reputations were destroyed, jobs lost. It seemed to me 

that none of this had anything to do with why I loved literature 

or what I wanted to study so I decided to not get a PHD. 

Reading them years later, I find their writings interesting and 

at times quite profound. I love Derrida when he is 

“deconstructing” an actual work. His book Sovereignties in 

Question, is, by far, the best criticism I have ever read of the 

works of Paul Celan. I am less moved by his theory. I think there 

are some deep logical flaws in some of his opinions on writing 

and language. Deleuze has emerged as one of my favorites. I 

find his thinking powerful, interesting and compassionate. My 

only qualms would be his fondness for Lacan and 

Psychoanalysis. I think Freud was basically wrong about the 

structure of the human mind, and Lacan just deepens Freud’s 

errors. (I understand the attraction for philosophers and poets: 

Psychoanalysis locates the psyche in language. It assigns occult 

or hidden meanings to common expressions. It creates a 

hermeneutics of language which is almost irresistible to a mind 

that lives intensely in language.) I also found I like Adorno, 

especially his unfinished Aesthetic Theory. 

Peter Sloterdijk is a recent favorite. I love the Spheres trilogy.  I 

love the way it ranges through so many obscure texts to 

illustrate its points. It reads like literature, and even when I find 

myself skeptical of some of his more extreme points, I always 

feel the presence of a man who cares about ideas not just as 

ideas, but as ways of coming to terms with, and ultimately 

perhaps, to improve the world. 

I should mention Parmenides again. I recently did my best to 

carefully decipher the Greek, following the text as presented 

A.H.Coxen in Fragments of Parmenides. I did so, in part, because 

Parmenides is so important to the later Heidegger. I found the 
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reading profound and moving. Interestingly, though, the 

reading made Heidegger’s reading of Parmenides less 

convincing. Reading Parmenides proved to be the spur for 

writing this poem. 

. . . 

By far my deepest encounter with any philosopher is my 

encounter with Heidegger. I have read and reread dozens of his 

works over the past many years. No other philosopher speaks 

as directly to my experience of the world as he does. His 

descriptions of existence feel right to me. His redefinitions of 

the meaning of truth and the nature of thinking find a sympathy 

in me. And, though he is an unadmitted luddite, I think his 

discussions of science and technology raise crucial points, 

usually ignored. 

Still, I don’t think you understand a philosopher until you can 

argue with him or her. (Far too few hers in my bibliography and 

in philosophy, in general.)  

I think I understand what Adorno means when he accuses of 

Heidegger of developing a “jargon of authenticity.” The whole 

structure of Authenticity seems borrowed directly from 

Christian apologetics, where the difference is primarily that in 

Heidegger Dasein finds Being rather than God. That said, there 

are some important concepts within that discussion about 

Dasein as a being who can become aware of its own Being, as a 

being whose being is of concern to itself. Some of the later texts 

do become a bit mystical and hermetic, where being becomes 

almost a sacred principle, another name for God. 

The biggest issue though, is always, and must be, his dalliance 

with Nazism. I have looked carefully at his written 

philosophical texts for traces of Nazi ideology. There are some 

elements that one could see contributing to his fall. He is 
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authoritarian, and self-certain, He is culturally chauvinistic, 

believing that only German philosophy can be the natural 

successor to the Greeks. He has a strong, almost mystical belief 

in the power of homeland, in the strength of the German 

peasant. Still, the gist of his philosophy is, I believe, the 

antithesis of the Nazi ideology. His focus on the existential 

experience of Being, his questioning of technology, all rubbed 

the Nazis the wrong way. In some ways I think his momentary 

enthusiasm for the Nazi party had baser motives. I think he 

wanted power. It was a path to the rectorship of the university 

where he taught. He may have also entertained that hubristic 

notion that somehow he could influence the Nazi ideology, that 

he could somehow make his philosophy of existence theirs. 

The fact that he never apologized is troubling. One can 

speculate forever on possible reasons for his refusal, but it is, in 

the end, just speculation. 

Still, with all qualms and cautions, Heidegger remains the 

philosopher that moves me most. . . 

. . . 

As an American, I have a certain congenital pragmatism. When 

reading philosophy, when reading or writing poetry, at the 

back of my mind, there are always nagging questions: Of what 

use is this? What practical purpose does this serve? How can 

this possibly have any utility? After all, the fact is, most people 

live their whole lives with only the most minimal contact with 

either poetry or philosophy. The poetry they know is from High 

School anthologies, maybe a required literature class in college. 

The more sensitive of them may have written some doggerel 

verse when they were adolescents and in love, but quickly gave 

it up for more effective ways of gaining attention: wealth, 

status, power. Philosophy they know again only from reading 

the Symposium in high school, a brief summary of the myth of 
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the cave, some vague German names associated with vague 

titles and vaguer abstracts. The most adventurous may have 

read some Nietzsche and Camus. But most, if pressed to name 

a philosopher, would name Plato or no one. And really, one has 

to ask, do they suffer for their ignorance? Would their lives be 

materially better if they were steeped in philosophy and 

poetry? 

Philosophy and poetry both, after all, are fairly rare orchids. 

Beautiful though they may be, one has to ask were they worth 

the cost and effort to raise and sustain them? And don’t they 

exist in kind of a greenhouse, isolated from the concerns of the 

everyday? Both, tend to be dominated by white men, most of 

whom are associated with some academic institution or other. 

For all their claims to search the “meaning of life” aren’t they 

conspicuously removed from the grit and sweat of actual life? 

Etymologically a philosopher (φιλος ) is a lover of wisdom 

(σοφοσ). A poet is a maker (ποεισις ). The temptation exists to 

say that they are different from others, and not only different, 

but somehow superior. Heidegger claims the normal, the daily 

experience of Dasein is the experience of the “They.” Normally 

we are absorbed in the common causes, common activities, 

common concerns. This is our daily, though inauthentic, being. 

“Authentic” being is brought about through separation from 

the common. It is an individuation brought about by existential 

angst, by a sudden realization of the fundamental, 

foundationless, abyss of being. The “authentic” being is the 

being of the philosopher. Heidegger warns against taking 

“authentic” and “inauthentic” as value judgements—yet how 

can they be other?  One wonders why the isolated self is more 

“authentic” than the one absorbed in the community of others 

and the pragmatic concerns of the world. “Zen mind is no 

mind,” goes the old Buddhist proverb. Perhaps “they” are more 

enlightened than the angst aware poet. 
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But, if there is one thing philosophy has taught me, none of this 

really matters. Whether it is pragmatic or not, whether it is 

practical or useful or impractical and useless is of no real 

consequence. It all just a way of distracting ourselves—a way of 

avoiding the void, the nothingness that surrounds and 

penetrates all things. This may sound despairing, but it is not. I 

am by nature fairly optimistic, but I do not believe there is an 

inherent meaning to life. I believe we make meaning for 

ourselves. Whether that meaning comes from philosophy or 

poetry or football or work or sex or food is all the same, if it 

works. As John Lennon and Elton John sang; “Whatever gets 

you through the night, that’s alright.” 

Poetry and philosophy get me through the night.  
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what meaning do these birds  

give to any sky     all things through  

questioning      the tense of the verbs is  

important       daughters of the sun  

hair streaming loose 

encompassing or persuasive 

nowhere does it say the goddess is  

named truth    welcome child she said     far  

from the usual abidance of mankind     somewhere 

on the plane of immanence 

cattails rattling in a ditch glazed with  

rain water    10,000 crows more  

a massacre than a murder 

each black shape a shard of departing  

night     to speak and to say is  

itself an act of translation     

face to face 

the uncanny shines through everything 

in this journey hope is misplaced     despair  

more so      two paths converge 

in thought      the goddess has nothing to say  

about nothing     if    mocks Hegel 
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the identify of being and nothingness 

startles then there is nothing more 

to be said       philosophical novice    

a snake with two heads 

as particle and anti-particle can arise 

from nothing   annihilate each other 

and return to nothing   foam  

of probable improbabilities 

there is only this moment     

shadow of a crow’s wing  

reflected on rainwater among cattails      

thinking is being 

we cannot say of the unsayable what  

can be said     absent presence 

snow mounded beside her grave 

bus stop at night    traffic light bleeds  

on pavement    the problem with motion     argued  

Zeno is the absurdity of crossing infinite  

space   between this bus stop  

and the next     an abyss   the smell  

from hotdog carts torments the hungry     what’s 

a shadow in the dark 
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one cannot say of nonbeing that it  

is     but for some being’s 

a leaf’s edge from nothingness 

earbuds in        each in a separate music 

those who wait whose being is wait-full-ness 

the absurdity of time mourns Zeno is 

the impossibility that there could ever be 

a moment other than this      a plastic  

flag      limp     tense with expectation of a  

storm   not yet formed        beyond the horizon 

for a strong necessity binds 

it in a limit for its not lawful that being be 

incomplete    being cannot lack whereas 

nonbeing lacks everything 

if being is consciousness of being what 

worlds have I consigned to oblivion    at  

the heart of the unforgotten is forgetting 

at the heart of the unconcealed is  

concealing    physics fawns on the cryptic     not  

quite Heraklitos      it seems as if overnight 

autumn has touched the leaves       

mathematicization forces a view of 
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things such that 

they must be measurable     and 

that measure generalized into a 

structural relationships 

what is not so measurable 

is beneath    above 

consideration    devils    angels 

or the singular experience of her hair 

blown soft across her mouth 

this never to be repeated  

breeze    this once only sky 

black crows cawing from above 

for the same is for being as  

for thought   for one can think only 

those things being has presented 

god may be a product of our  

inability to conceive the void      

pay attention she says    are we yet thinking the Greek in 

a Greek way      mortals with no understanding 

at a loss   their reason turns back  

on itself   in particular it would be  

worthwhile to determine the relationships between being  
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and the non being which haunts it       

such certainly is the opinion of Hegel        

as in a dream where 

all that we know is become strange 

light rain      late autumn twilight 

streetlights shining on wet leaves and litter 

stirred by a cold wind 

this being thrown into the world    this 

sudden strangeness in which everything 

familiar becomes impossible 

utterly impossible that it should 

be at all    utterly impossible 

that it should end    yet 

staring down the streets into the rain 

misted glow of dimly lit 

buildings     the utter possibility of the void 

surrounding it all 

kudos to Syrianus commenting on Aristotle’s Metaphysics 

we have said many times 

how Parmenides meant what is      is one 

for just as Socrates remains one even 

if he has many images 
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so the intelligible remains one 

even though the cosmos exists 

which has no relation to it except 

that it depends on it 

and from it derives being and completeness 

the now alone is along 

with whatever’s in the now     the now 

however     is always constant in every now 

being is constant presence  the now’s the same in every now 

un-generated    indestructible   unmoved 

undifferentiated   perfect     divisible  

only by itself and one  

the monad has no windows 

we cannot see out beyond our horizons 

the wet ruts in barren fields between  

black vines with rotting pumpkins       

we cannot see the beginning     

we cannot see the end 

birth    death    beyond us    dying 

is not yet dead          the eternal moment 

in structural terms what we call the end of the world 

is the death of a sphere               this  
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is not the common understanding of time 

foam of probable improbabilities  

universe packed into a proton       from nothing 

something     inflation ballooning a universe 

an alien light wandering dark/bright 

around the earth     

gravity effects all bodies equally 

but does not the tight rope walker 

experience the weight of the world differently 

than the laborer loading freight 

at warehouse docks 

does not the dreamer float 

above her bed  

as black birds scatter into the dawn 

any face looks sad when 

viewed as a reflection in a window 

but that does not begin to capture 

her particular sadness on that particular day 

while the train rocked on its rails 

staring out through the twilight 

at a patch of reeds 

a patch of wetland between 
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road and rail 

sometimes I dream of a poetry that 

consists only of proper nouns 

but even that would not 

touch the particular lostness of 

the theory of relativity put an end  

to ideas of absolute time       

each individual has his 

own personal measurement of time 

all the species that vanished leaving no  

trace in the fossilizing clay     

all the nameless 

who toiled aimlessly until night covered their 

shadows    can it be said 

that they ever even were     no mind  

of god to hold them      

all markers rotted or eroded  

until they are no different 

than glacial erratics standing in a field 

among blackberries    clouds moving overhead 

silence is prayer     all things are contemplations 

said Plotinus    stone weeps tears of sand 
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not all life’s organic    it’s as if the flower smells itself 

in its own chemical composition 

the philosopher of the future 

is an explorer of ancient worlds     life 

advocates thought        thought affirms life       

of this pre-Socratic unity we 

no longer have the slightest clue    now 

thought mutilates life 

life drives thought mad     we  

have a choice      mediocre lives     mad thinkers 

moon ghosts above the shoulder  

of the mountain 

to others it must seem as if  

the poet the scientist the philosopher were 

returned from the land of the dead 

I’ve nothing to offer you 

nothing happens yet everything changes 

science is progressive   philosophy sedimentary 

structures deformed or intermingled by seismic events    

communication always comes too early or too late 

one does not think without becoming something 

else   we speak the same language but 
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I do not understand     to write as if no one had  

written before    the day’s eternal sunlight frozen 

in upper branches    all language 

is abstract especially when it  

tries to be most particular      

the cat’s a god in its first life  

walking the fence’s edge      what 

was god becomes a lonely 

transcendental pole    he survives the only way  

he can as a distant delusional address  

for scattered quests for salvation      

through rain light 

bitter taste of coffee on the tongue 

defining the beginnings and endings of days 

clatter of cups   hiss of espresso machine 

ebb and drift of conversations 

contemplation ascends from nature to soul and 

from soul to intellect and 

the contemplations become always more akin 

and unified with the contemplators 

so both must really be one thing 

so Plotinus rambling on 1800 years late 
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in the coffee shop just left of the center of being 

gazing always toward the sun’s rays  

all time in this time     the first  

light ever lit shines now in your  

eyes finch who flits and  

darts in my dreams 

when I wake I feel I’ve lost 

something beyond compare     absent yet 

yet present   only what is held in  

the mind         pronouns become problematic 

what we know shifts tense       

being    belongs to beholding    only by seeing 

does being get discovered   as light fades 

I see the reflection of my face 

in night windows   I had not thought 

I had grown so old     this autumn 

is too funereal   coffin lowered  

on its cradle into the grave    sun bright on dead leaves 

tail lights spread down the hill ahead 

a bed of coals   embers of a day 

how is it the day should end 

with such beauty     journey that 
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is no journey   collapsing wave 

of probabilities    among many worlds 

this     surf breaks on slate shores    littoral 

zone between speech and silence    

salt stung air 

do anemones flower in wind   

first of all gods she created eros 

as soon as the internal 

linguistic process is negated   perception 

flourishes     we want to say 

what we perceive      the differences 

so dramatic some artists struggle 

with the feeling they must 

either invent a new language 

or else keep absolutely quiet 

the wind plays porch chimes 

is this the music of the storm 

in some operatic sense   leaves 

explode from trees 

the coming rain  

the sacred is where reality is resonant 

with the dream 
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the now in all nows     if     thought  

Einstein    we could travel at the speed  

of light    all things would stand still 

incommunicado       ice bergs of light 

a sea of black space    

this being which  

as Heidegger taught us      is 

in every case 

personal     daughters of Helios guiding  

the sapient mares      glint on 

the lintel stone     between night  

and day   past all worlds 
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1. 

 

history is the space in which error  

occurs       information 

he spat the word    an Americanism 

is knowledge as 

capital        time was once 

a few lines of Homer 

could serve as a passkey 

to the educated class 

the world   men find   not 

just out of joint 

but tumbling away into the nothingness 

of absurdity  Nietzsche 

the wasteland grows     revenge  

is the will’s revulsion against 

time and that means against 

the passing away   and 

the past      philosophy cannot be 

based in history      the 
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gathering of thinking back 

into what must be thought 

or what we call meaning 

that thinking is thanking 

no back breaking labor here 

underworld of faces grayed 

by coal dust      upper strata 

of managers   accountants    philosophers 

it had to be a philosopher 

as if shame 

had to enter philosophy itself 

he wanted to rejoin 

the Greeks through the Germans 

at the worst moment 

in their history   is there anything 

worse said Nietzsche  

then to find oneself facing a German 

when expecting 

a Greek       the wrong people 

earth and blood    for 
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the race summoned by art or philosophy 

is not 

one that claims to be pure 

but an oppressed 

bastard lower anarchical race 

we are not Greek      friendships 

are not the same   will all this 

be vain 

suffering is eternal    revolutions don’t survive 

their victories      old 

images of terror persist  

which have yet to redeem 

the promise of freedom   history 

is what we turn 

away from when we seek the new 

the only 

universal in capitalism is the market 

what social democracy 

has not    when the poor rose 

from their ghettos 
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given the order to fire    

my intention is not 

to write the history of that language 

but rather  

draw up an archeology of that silence 

to confront 

the dialectics of history  

with the immobile structures of 

the tragic    the past exists  

only as it intrudes 

on the present    a broken column 

scrap of papyrus 

square piece of girder enshrined 

in a city park 

that day all our endings began 

if security trumps  

liberty         what are we defending 

fear is the death  

of democracy   news helicopters hover 

over the city square 
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where a crowd has gathered 

banners sodden in rain 

information should be considered  

a new asset class      has 

measurable economic value and other properties 

that qualify it  

to be accounted for   there are significant 

strategic    operational 

and financial reasons for doing so 

the patent pends 

the so called consumer economy  

and politics of corporate  

capitalism have created a second nature 

of man which 

ties him libidinally and aggressively 

to the commodity form 

the darkening of the world 

makes art’s irrationality rational 

scars of damage and disruption 

are the modern seal 
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of authenticity    the violence 

of the new     history rules 

even those artworks that disavow it 

the marrow of 

experience has been sucked out 

the new is longing 

for the new not the new itself 

a liberated 

humanity would be able to inherit 

its historical legacy 

free of guilt   nothing is to be 

accepted unexamined 

ugliness would vanish if the relationship 

of man to 

nature renounced its oppressive character    

artworks do not repress 

when new information technologies 

alter the existing landscape     they 

bring disruption      new channels 

new damns rerouting the flow 
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the balance between creators and consumers 

is upset         writers 

and readers    speakers and listeners 

market forces are confused 

information can seem too cheap 

or too expensive       old 

ways of organizing knowledge 

no longer work      who will 

search who will filter      Brecht said 

a man who 

has something to say and finds 

no listeners is 

bad off    worse are listeners 

who can’t find anyone 

with something to say   only one 

with something to  

say can genuinely be silent sometimes 

silence is prayer  

the true opinion will be the one 

that coincides 
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with the group to which one belongs 

in every 

conversation the fate of philosophy 

is at stake     we 

do not feel ourselves outside our time 

but continue 

to undergo shameful compromises 

with it      the old Nazi     

the word information    which is not 

of German provenance 

means    on the one hand 

the instant news and 

reporting that   on the other hand 

have taken over 

the ceaseless molding of the listener 

and the reader 

we could also say the more decisively 

humans try 

to harness the mega-energies    

the more impoverished the human 
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capacity for building and dwelling 

in the essential realms 

freedom comes from 

our ability to 

say no       Sartre 
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2. 

churches are not my domain 

        though altars can display 

some grandeur      one must forgive 

       the music its spiritual 

aspirations because whatever the intent 

       music is agnostic     speech 

without speaking    to talk about 

        music is like talking 

about the sea     the surf 

        crashes and all words 

are drowned       what the artist 

       believes in   finally is 

the art      dissonance is the 

        truth of all harmony 

it is uncertain whether art 

       is still possible     whether 

with its complete emancipation it 

       did not sever its 

own preconditions     art works detach 

       themselves from the empirical 
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world and bring forth another 

       world         thus however tragic 

they appear     artworks tend toward 

        affirmation    content is not 

external to musical time but 

        essential to it as 

time is central to content        

         content is everything that 

transpires in time        the idea that 

        works occupy themselves with 

august events was unmasked once 

        Van Gogh painted a 

stool      artworks become nexuses of 

        meaning even against their 

will to the extent that 

        they negate meaning     art 

that makes the highest claim 

       compels itself beyond any 

form       and into the fragmentary 

         let us seek out 
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the neighborhood in which both 

       poetry and thinking dwell 

there’s evidence the essential nature 

     of language flatly refuses 

to express itself in words       

      that the two dwell 

face to face     poetry moves 

      in the realms of saying      

so too does thinking      we 

       speak of language     but 

seem to be merely speaking 

      about language    when we’re 

in language saying itself      failure 

      to perceive the abyss 

doesn’t protect from it    for  

        it goes without saying 

the god of writing will  

         also be the god 

of death     breathless sign for  

       living voice   fatherless it 
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can no more speak for  

      itself than a statue 

 or an inanimate painting     the  

       master of writing does 

not merely record the weight  

       of the dead    he 

first counts days of life     

      he enumerates history  

the god of writing is  

       thus at once his  

father   his son and himself 

       slippery    masked   an intriguer  

a card like Hermes     neither 

       king nor jack     a 

joker    floating signifier    wild card 

     putting play into play 

we look for a word 

       one word to spark 

other words     match flare seeking 

        tinder     it’s for the 
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muse      any odd muse to 

      add flame      fragrant 

cedar or red fir      pine 

       crackling with pitch    tongue 

of flame articulating brief heat    

       orange vision    word’s breath 

shuddering the tapered       flame     it’s 

       the ashes we write 

with    charred twig     the cuneiform 

        ledger of our losses 
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3. 
CAST: 

ORPHEUS –the head of the poet 

 EUDEMOS--a philosopher 

KALLIOS--a poet 

CHRUSOS—a scientist 

SUPPLICANT ONE 

SUPPLICANT TWO 

SUPPLICANT THREE 

SUPPLICANT FOUR 

APOLLO 

I 

SCENE: A Greek temple in Lesbos, near the sea. Orpheus’ head is on 

a stone altar in the temple. There are several items in front of and 

beside the stone, offerings from various supplicants: tripods and 

urns, small statues, maybe some modern bric-a- brac such as 

televisions, computers, etc.. Orpheus is singing to himself, low, 

almost tunelessly. 

ORPHEUS [song] 
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shadow    shadow 

 left below  

among shadows  

where none can know 

there where 

I can never go 

shadows  

below 

Enter SUPPLICANT ONE, a young man. He approaches the altar 

nervously, looking around him at the temple and even looking over 

his shoulder as if afraid of being followed. He lays an offering before 

the altar, a small stone statue of a boy with a harp. 

SUPPLICANT ONE: Master . . . (a pause), Master? 

Orpheus turns his eyes toward him. 

SUPPLICANT ONE:  master   there’s a girl  

hair as black as the raven’s wing 

but her eyes are gray as the sea over granite  

she is as fresh as the spring tide  

will I be able to make her mine 

ORPHEUS: like the tide she resembles 

 the moon will draw her in to your embrace 

when it is time 
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SUPPLICANT ONE: thank you thank you I’m forever grateful 

He bows several times and backs out of the temple. After he is gone, 

Orpheus speaks again: 

ORPHEUS:  and like the tide  

she will withdraw again 

like the raven    fly away 

shadows       shadows  

hide the day 

 

II 

Three men enter the temple, Eudemos, Kallos and Chrusos. They 

enter with a flourish and a sense of self-importance. They place 

offerings in front of the stone. 

EUDEMOS: Orpheus 

we’ve traveled far to see you 

we have crossed stormy seas  

cold waves swamped our ships 

we climbed rocky trails  

through treacherous terrain 

we escaped pirates and robbers 

we even missed a meal or two 

to see you 
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we have many weighty questions   

to ask of you 

ORPHEUS: philosopher  poet  scientist 

glad you could make it 

together you may have nine questions 

CHRUSOS: Why nine 

ORPHEUS: because it amuses me  

nine questions for nine Muses 

eight questions remain 

EUDEMOS:  dammit    Chrusos 

I told you 

stay on your toes     dammit 

these oracle types 

they love to tie you in knots  

with tricks and paradox 

KALLOS: we could’ve had three questions each 

now one of us will be shy 

I vote it be Chrusos.  

CHRUSOS: all right all right 

I doubt he has anything useful to say  

nothing that will stand up anyway 

to scientific scrutiny  
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EUDEMOS: he is a head on a pedestal 

without a body 

still talking still singing 

I’d say there’s something there 

beyond your scientific scrutiny 

CHRUSOS: nothing exits without sufficient reason 

that was one of your philosophers 

there is a rational explanation 

puppet on a string 

a holograph     some hidden projector 

anything that can’t be explained 

is some kind of trick 

EUDEMOS to Orpheus 

please excuse us  

while we consider our questions 

They withdraw. 

III. 

While the others consider another supplicant enters the temple. He is 

a soldier. He lays a shield and a rifle among the offerings. 

SUPPLICANT TWO:  I am a soldier 

we are to sail to Ionia in the morning 
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to meet the Persians 

will I return unscathed 

ORPHEUS: no one returns 

from war unscathed 

you will return 

but you will fight the war forever 

in your dreams 

Supplicant Two departs 

IV 

Eudemos, Kallos and Chrusos have withdrawn to the stoa in front of 

the temple. They are arguing about who gets to go first and which 

questions are most important to ask. 

KALLOS: we have only got nine questions 

EUDEMOS: eight actually 

KALLOS: Eight then. 

we should make them count 

prioritize the best one from each of us 

EUDEMOS: my questions are obviously the most important  

they touch on the very meaning of life 

we should five of mine  
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and two from you, Kallos 

and one from Chrusos 

KALLOS: No, I should get at least three in 

CHRUSOS: you are both delusional 

nobody but poets read poetry 

it’s a dead art 

something to bore freshmen 

in their required Lit class 

you might as well fart into space 

and Stephen Hawking himself pronounced 

philosophy dead     science 

has made philosophy irrelevant 

big words don’t add up to big things 

you ask questions about meaningless things 

and get meaningless answers  

then you use them to generate even more meaningless 

questions 

falling down a rabbit hole 

into a fantasy land 

KALLOS: that’s a literary reference 

so literature does matter 

poetry matters   

I am not sure how 
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but it does    even now 

it is as old as mankind 

EUDEMOS: Hawking may be smart 

but that statement simply shows 

he doesn’t understand philosophy 

or   science 

CHRUSOS: What do you know about science 

EUDEMOS: I know that you 

have never examined many 

of your most fundamental assumptions 

you operated in an unexamined 

metaphysics based on 

the subject object dichotomy of  

Descartes 

CHRUSOS: I know that one of my fundamental assumptions 

is 

that you are an idiot 

KALLOS: not everything in life is measurable 

EUDEMOS: we could measure his IQ though  

I am sure it would fit in the low teens 

CHRUSOS: insults are the last resort of an imbecile 
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EUDEMOS: as an imbecile would understand 

CHRUSOS: when it comes right down to it 

the philosopher is just a big baby 

EUDEMOS: You were the one crying a minute ago. 

KALLOS: It is clear that we are not going to agree on a 

common set of questions 

CHRUSOS: We can each ask our own.  

It’s a waste of time anyway. 

EUDEMOS: I start. 

KALLOS: go ahead   then 

it’s not worth fighting about 

but no more than three questions 

CHRUSOS:  whatever 

 

V. 

Supplicant three approaches Orpheus. He offers an electric guitar 

and an amplifier.  

SUPPLICANT THREE: I am starting a band 

you are the master of music 

what do I need to do to succeed 
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ORPHEUS: practice and hope 

SUPPLICANT THREE: are there some secret chord 

progressions 

some tricks that will win fame 

ORPHEUS: tricks can win you recognition 

for a moment       but only songs 

stained with your blood 

will win lasting fame 

Supplicant Three departs 

VI.  

After the supplicant leaves, Eudemos steps forward. Orpheus turns 

his eyes toward him. 

EUDEMOS: Orpheus 

why is there something  

rather than nothing 

ORPHEUS: are you sure there’s something 

if something exists for less than an instant 

with infinite nothing behind 

and infinite nothing ahead 

does it exist   and yet 

each moment is eternal 

as Parmenides taught 
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both eternal and nonexistent 

a miracle and meaningless 

a spark in the dark 

the dark  

in the spark 

EUDEMOS: what is time 

ORPHEUS: an illusion 

the past only exists as it intrudes 

on the now    as it is perceived now 

or remembered now 

the future only exists as a projection 

of the now      there is only 

this moment of sunlight 

drifting through the pillars of the temple 

the sea breaking on the rocks 

you standing here  

this is not the common understanding 

of time    the common understanding 

is wrong but a necessary wrong 

if we are to live 

EUDEMOS: how best should a man live 

ORPHEOS: measured against the void 

it doesn’t matter 
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whatever gets you through the night 

and does the least harm 

learn to sing     if nothing else 

it will keep you entertained 

VII. 

Chrusos steps before the head of Orpheus to ask his questions. He 

does a careful survey of the area looking for strings or projectors. 

Seeing nothing he asks his question. 

CHRUSOS: what is the ultimate fate of the universe 

ORPHEUS: darkness 

or maybe not even that 

since darkness needs a light to define it       

there is no avoiding the void 

CHRUSOS: vague but fair enough 

what’s dark matter 

ORPHEUS: what are dark matters 

if not dark   

matters of the utmost gravity 

adrift between starlight and starlight 

between galaxy and galaxy 

what is a dark matter 

but a matter we have failed 
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to comprehend 

a matter that refuses to be brought 

into the light 

CHRUSOS typical mummery 

vague generalizations 

you just repeat the problem 

ORPHEOS: you asked what dark matter is 

dark matter is a problem  

waiting to be solved   a hypotheses 

to fill a void 

CHRUSOS: abstract obfuscations 

ORPHEUS: am I too heady for you 

am I too headstrong 

is my cerebrum too cerebral  

my head too removed from my heart 

am I not grounded enough 

too long since my feet touched ground 

too long since I had feet 

is my decapitated head too caput 

to be in touch with your mortal 

moralities your pathetic head scratchers 

your riddles inside of riddles 

I see both forward and back 
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into the underworld 

and out 

it is dark both directions  

 

VIII  

The last of the three, Kallos, the poet, comes forward to ask his 

questions of the head of Orpheus. 

KALLOS: what is poetry 

ORPHEUS: a single raven on a vast plain of snow 

without the raven 

snow has nothing to define it 

a poem is a concentration of language 

an act of attention  

the raven flying off into the night 

black into black 

poetry is a game with which 

we distract ourselves from void 

CHRUSOS [aside to Eudemos] there he goes with the void again 

enigmatic enough for you 

I would even say it is devoid of meaning 

his statements something to avoid 
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if you don’t want to fall into a void 

of confusion 

KALLOS: Why did you look back? 

ORPHEUS: silent 

KALLOS: why did you look back at Eurydice 

knowing that if you did  

she would be lost forever 

ORPHEUS: she was lost already 

what is a shadow in the dark 

if not the dark itself 

KALLOs: will I be famous 

EUDEMOS aside to Chrusos 

what a waste of a question 

what an arrogant     self-centered ass 

what a gas bag 

ORPHEUS: if that is what you want 

but no fame lasts forever 

after fire burns 

we write in the ashes 
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CHRUSOS: well that was time 

I will never get back 

it lacked even a hint of the redeemable 

EUDEMOS: maybe but there some things 

to chew on later 

CHRUSOS: pretty stale gum if you ask me 

KALLOS: remains silent 

All depart 

IX. 

Apollo Enters dues ex machina 

APOLLO: it’s long past time for you to be silent. 

ORPHEUS: I’ve not said all that is to be said. 

APOLLO: maybe not     

but you’ve said enough 

your prophesies are cutting into  

the donations at Delphi 

I am a dozen tripods short of this time last year 

I hear the other gods starting to talk 

it’s time to close down the competition 

no more prophesies 
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no more opinions 

no more songs 

Apollo waves his hand. There is a flash of light. Orpheus opens his 

mouth then shuts it. Apollo exits. Supplicant four enters and lays a 

flat screen Television by the altar.  

SUPPLICANT FOUR: I have just invested everything I have  

in a merchant’s ship bound for Athens 

will it make it across the water 

will I be rich or impoverished 

He waits for an answer, but all is silent.  He continues to wait until 

the wait becomes awkward. He looks around at the pillars and the 

torches, then looks again to Orpheus. Still no response. Awkwardly 

he gets up and leaves the temple. 
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4. 

a. 

1973   last lecture 

Heidegger 

I like to imagine it snowing 

white flurries tapping the window panes 

then whirling away 

coats hung by the door 

or over the backs of chairs 

famous professor 

surprisingly frail 

or not surprisingly 

old 

 

b. 

what does being home 

in the origin of thinking mean 

Parmenides gives us a first hint 

thinking and being  

belong to each other 

in order that learning may proceed 

it must hold itself open 
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being itself  

from itself  

here 

into the open and free 

Parmenides names it  

Aletheia 

it should be experienced 

its never trembling  

heart 

c. 

philosophy 

should be in control  

of its time 

what is clear  

is that only  

unbending will  

can give 

meaning and substance 

the individual counts for nothing 

the destiny of the nation 

counts for everything 

notes 

toward a tragedy 
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hubris 

of genius 

recognition at all costs 

for 

purity of the party 

to ground the revolution 

in Greek origins 

evidence 

that existential analysis 

lacks 

ethical dimensions 

what is this I hear     

wrote Hannah 

Husserl  

nonplussed  

by a bouquet of roses 

rector 

Nazi 

 

d. 

in truth 

this journey runs  

far outside 
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the usual abidance  

of mankind 

the saying of the goddess  

still holds true  

today 

 

e. 

muse 

of Being and Time 

girl in green 

how many secret trysts 

in her attic apartment 

a philosopher’s passion 

but love 

f.  CHORUS: 

it is not always easy 

to be a Heidegerrian 

it would be easy to understand 

a great painter 

or musician 

falling into shame 

but precisely 
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they 

did not 

carried away by imperial  

enthusiasm 

seeking to rise to greatness 

in the nationalist revolution 

it became apparent 

without radical clarification 

existential authenticity 

leads to blindness 

history is the space in which error 

occurs 

the fundamental ideological tone 

of Heidegger’s teaching 

is determined by the concept 

of concern and anxiety 

both of which 

aim 

at nothingness 

if his rectorial address 

suddenly strikes 

a heroic stance 

this 
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was an adjustment 

to the year 

erect  

martially rattling words 

priest 

without a message 

his late work 

discretely 

draws the conclusion 

from this lapse 

in the future 

he will seek 

salvation 

in ever more intimate 

exercises 

doggedly 

sticks  

to his anarchic province 

guided tours 

of the house of being 

invoking 

the sacred orb 

of Parmenides 
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unholy specter 

weary 

of history 

acting out the figures 

of resignation 

g. 

the answer lies near 

being 

not nothing 

but now first 

a favorite word 

of the poets 

mountains 

most separate 

 

 

h. 

hope today 

for a thinker’s 

word 
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humidity 

much 

i. 

lecture  

nearing its end 

audience 

restless 

watching the windows 

snow 

erases 

all 
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5.  

I could not  

said Nietzsche believe 

in a god 

who could not  

dance    are we  

not wrote Plato 

the dance partners  

of the gods 

their bare feet 

drum on the  

rock of Helicon 

as they climb 

dancing song    green 

meadow silently surrounded 

by trees and  

shrubs   upon it 

girls dancing with 

each other      don’t 

quit dancing you 

lovely girls    no 

killjoy comes near 
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the devil is 

the spirit of 

gravity    how could 

I be the 

enemy of dances 

or of slender 

ankled girls   do 

not be angry 

if I chastise  

the little god 

he may weep 

but he’s laughable 

even when he 

weeps and with 

tears in eye 

he will ask 

you to dance 

and I myself 

will sing a 

prancing song to 

accompany the dance 
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men’ll will void 

rather than be 

void of will 

who will avoid 

the dancing places 

of the gods 

lest seeing what 

is hidden they 

should be transformed 

in dreams once 

a woman danced 

in a square 

in the center 

of a ruin 

as she danced 

she became a 

great brown bear 

and ambled off 

she was naked 

in moonlight silver 

on bare breasts 
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furred over by 

shadow gathering a 

pelt of darkness 

I am not     

alas    a dancer 

a wallflower always 

four   four time  

of the final  

waltz   there is 

of course the 

dance of the  

intellect through words 

logopeia        an ordering  

of stops and  

flow of breath     

the whirl of  

it the swirl 

left me breathless 
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6. 

leaves  

that  

blow 

around 

her 

feet 

as 

she 

walks 
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intertidal 

lost 

at the edge of language 

between speech 

and silence 

the sea teaches no one 

about love 
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a woman cannot know  

truth 

because she is truth 

and 

style 

is a woman 

wrote Nietzsche  

who understood nothing 

of women 

who wrote alone 

in his loft 
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a word  

unfit  

even to name the cinder 

in the place of the memory of something else 

the word  

like the cinder 

similar to her 

the word never found here 

but there 

cooling  

among the ashes                        
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dark eyes 

admiring him at the lectern 

pupils widening with passion 

later 

in the attic 

a shy but fierce intelligence 

a secret fire    that 

almost 

but not quite 

warmed his heart 

snow’s a blank sheet 

for writing one’s regrets 

a philosopher 

only knows 

one 

love 
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in Ovid 

Pyramus and Thysbe 

young in Babylon 

inhabiting contiguous domiciles 

separated by a wall 

whispered through a fissure in the plaster 

an unintended window in the Monad 

through which the tips of their fingers  

might touch 

how do we reach through the sphere of being 

what do we do 

when the lions come 
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the light eternal 

prisms 

through you 

spectrum of shadows 

each a different degree of darkness 

they dance around you 

scurry at the edge of your vision 

make you hurry forward 

eager to get home 

you are not the light 

but the light 

defines you 

Plato would say 

to love you is to love the light  

but I say 

what we love’s 

the shadow 
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finch  

darting 

among snowberries and red twigs 

in dreams I always remember her 

as she was       not as now 

how many years have passed 

the world of the waking is one and shared 

but each in sleeping 

turns aside into their own world 

absence is presence 

that she should be in mind 

if only as a darting bird 

among winter branches 

my finch 

where the sun has not yet touched 

frost remains 
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what happens  

when we make an effort 

say in writing a letter 

to find the right expression for our thoughts 

this compares the process to one of translating 

or transcribing    the thoughts were already there 

but might not all sorts of things happen 

I surrender to a mood 

or a picture occurs and I try to describe it 

or I make a gesture     

what words correspond to this gesture 

what in the end  

did the thought consist of 

before its expression 
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7.  

how without gods to hymn    is 

it possible     the structure of the  

hymn    Vedic Assyrian Babylonian Egyptian Greek    

four part    the invocation of deity 

listing of attributes     list or narration 

of great deeds    a final supplication 

in the darkness remember our name 

womb   tomb   cave where uterine darkness 

borders the illuminated and sayable domain 

only after the notorious Neolithic revolution  

could the fascination with the womb 

develop into a world power    hearth 

and landscape womb and field     as 

soil binds the living and dead 

to itself equally    before the state 

became fate     fate meant a relation 

to the territorialized dead     mortals   those 

who are born     have their beginnings 

and endings in caves of origin 

it is now what Heidegger calls 

the inevitable      what is the hero 

if not the seeker who journeys 

the wide world in order to  

return to his innermost cave      see 
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in the mind’s eye    a cave 

a long chamber open to light 

see men chained there since childhood 

feet and necks unable to turn 

their heads   a fire  above and 

behind them  and between them and 

that flame a wall with marionettes 

shadow puppets    do you think these 

men could have seen anything other 

than the shadows cast from behind 

she told me she was into 

spelunking    I imagined a dark cave 

deep into its interior beyond the 

last gray light    no stray photon 

only the sound of her breath 

her body’s warmth perceptible one half 

inch above the skin    stalactite drip 

into a pool    black pearl   black 

ripples spreading to the edges    slightest 

sheen on each crest     a glimmer 

like a stray hair across her  

cheek      pure light and pure darkness 

are two voids which are the  

same thing  light is determined by  
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darkness and darkness is determined by 

light and so it is that 

only darkened light and illuminated darkness 

have within themselves the moment of 

difference    dim our light or brighten 

our darkness  open realms of difference 
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8. 

if we substitute the word energy 

for fire 

fire 

ever living kindled in measures 

in measures going out 

all things exchanged for fire 

fire for all things 

that we can never know  

both position and velocity 

the observer intrudes affecting 

the observation   the measuring affects 

the measurement 

the unapparent harmony bests apparent 

the cosmos 

neither god nor man made 

lightning steers all things 

a thing is called one 

if it is a continuum 

or if it is indivisible 

not possible for the  
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same thing to be both one 

and many   everything 

that comes to be comes out of 

and everything 

that passes away passes into 

its opposite or something 

in between   as for underlying nature 

it must be 

grasped by analogy as bronze 

stands to a statue 

let us again choose our embankment 

we shall imagine 

the air above it to have been removed 

if 

a ray of light be sent along 

the embankment 

we see from above that the ray’s tip 

will 

be transmitted with a velocity c 

relative to the 
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embankment     now let us suppose 

our railway carriage again 

travels along the railway lines 

with the velocity v 

just like skaters spinning on ice 

spin faster as 

they draw in their arms 

eventually 

when the region 

got small enough it would be spinning 

fast enough 

to balance the attraction 

of gravity 

the whole history 

of science has been the gradual 

realization that events 

do not happen in an arbitrary manner 

but reflect 

a certain underlying order     music 

has long provided 
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the metaphor of choice for those 

puzzling over issues 

of cosmic concern       with superstring theory 

musical metaphors take 

on a startling reality      the theory suggests 

the microscopic landscape 

is suffused with tiny strings 

whose vibrations orchestrate the 

evolution of the universe    

the total energy 

is zero 

the universe is the ultimate free lunch    

in this 

view the universe appeared spontaneously 

starting in every  

possible way     while some universes 

are similar to ours 

most are very different 

not just in details            like 
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did Elvis die young 

but rather 

in their apparent 

laws       some people make  

a great mystery of this 

for Parmenides the theory of the orb 

only from 

within can the orb of the existent 

be grasped 

the great view 

into 

the unanimous open surrounded whole 

is 

virtually 

never attempted by mortals 

because they cling 

to the current state 

and the first available thing 

they encounter     in the midst 

of the orb they 
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are blind to it 

thus they do not realize 

their situation      losing themselves 

in fragmenting     

stories    

opinions 

when the orb perishes as a result of being 

posited as infinity 

previous points are forced to choose 

themselves as center or surrender 

to a masterless game 

crows rising over the grassy bluff 

above where the 

sea breaks against gray rock  

when the poet was 

a shaman  

was a philosopher  

was a scientist 

when  

stars were sparks from fire’s light 

each a bright  
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shard of an endless story 

the universe is comprehensible 

because it is governed by universal laws 

both willing and 

unwilling to be known by the name 

Zeus    gravity 

in Einstein’s theory is a consequence 

of the fact 

that mass distorts space-time 

the uncertainty principle had profound 

implications for the way 

we view the world 

even 

after fifty years they have not 

been fully appreciated 

one certainly cannot predict 

future events    

if one cannot 

even measure the present state 

of the universe exactly 
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introduces 

an unavoidable element of 

unpredictability   

and randomness 

into 

science          doesn’t think 

there are dark matters 

between stars 

dark matter traces its lines 

in structures so vast 

they shouldn’t be there 

dark energy drives it apart 

what part do we have  

of darkness    

the art 

of finding the shape 

of places displaced through time 

at the lost edge of imagination 

what’s it mean 

to stand before infinity 

so finite 

that I can 
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contemplate infinity 

makes me feel large 

universes balloon within 
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9. 

muse    so unamused     no longer home among the gods 

such wanderings across such seas to lands named or 

unnamed    an epic said Ezra Pound  is a poem  

that includes history   though what history in this odyssey 

Hesiod says she is the muse of good governance  

those princes whom the gods would honor she goes 

to them in their cribs and pours sweet dew 

on their lips that later when they speak the 

words will have grace and all the people will  

look to them to settle disputes with calm justice 

but there is little of governance here    only  years 

of absence     her mother was memory who Zeus took 

aside apart from the other gods for nine days 

and nine nights and after many weeks and months 

had passed she was born one of nine sisters 

carefree all whose minds are joined in harmonious song  

without insight we will never be able to appreciate 

the astonishing fact that the mother of the Muses 

and consequently the essential beginning of poetry is                   

Mnemosyne 

the primordial free salvation and preservation of being 

without 

which poeticizing would lack even what is to be  
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poeticized       here goddess and muse are not simply invoked 

for purposes of a solemn introduction but these lines 

say that the utterance of the poetical word is 

the speaking and song of being itself      the poet 

is invoked himself and stands within the aspect of 

being   for though a man have sorrow  his heart 

troubled by grief  yet when a singer a servant 

of the muses chants the glorious deeds of gods 

and men he forgets the weight of his sorrows 

the gifts of the goddesses distract his mind 

for the Greeks memory is  rooted in utterance     memorable 

naming is the function of poetry for the poet 

uses memory to transform our human relationship to time 

Homer’s tale of Penelope who in the evening unraveled 

what she had accomplished during the day is a 

self-conscious allegory of art    what cunning Penelope inflicts 

on 

her artifacts   she actually inflicts on herself    ever since 

Homer’s verses this episode is not the addition or rudiment 

for which it is easily mistaken but a constitutive 

category of art   through this story art takes 

into itself the impossibility of the one and the 

many as an element of its unity      artworks no 

less than reason have their cunning      art mocks definition 
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what is the source of Homer’s conviction that Sirens 

bring death to all men with their song       how 

does the bard even know about the existence of 

these bewitching creatures     by what spells do they tempt 

the unadvised     what spells do the deadly songbirds in 

woman’s guise    what do the sirens know about their 

victims that enables them to get so close to 

them    round about them lie piled bones and shriveled  

skin of rotting men      what fear what experience and 

imagination were able to create this association of song 

and destruction among the Greek myth makers     death at 

the hands of the Sirens comes not in a horrific 

guise but as an irresistibly flattering melody that reaches 

the innermost ear of each listener   it’s as if 

a homesickness trap were set up on the high 

seas at the flowery Siren coast a trap that 

men burn to enter as soon as they find 

themselves in the sonic circle of the two women’s 

voices singing as one      their secret is to render 

those songs in which the passing sailor’s ears yearn 

to immerse themselves      seduction  an awakening of the 

source 

of that melody which is absolutely mine to sing 

we have already cited a dream from which we 
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could see that the wishes represented are not always 

current wishes   they may also be bygone buried discarded 

wishes which we must nevertheless credit with some 

continued 

existence     they are not dead    like persons who have  

died    but are rather like the shades in the  

Odyssey that awaken to a certain degree of life 

when they have drank blood    at the pit’s edge 

the black ram bleeding into the ditch  how Elepenor 

did you come here before me   I would rather 

be the lowliest slave in my father’s house than 

king over all the dead  the journey is always 

home though not the home you left where having 

arrived    your wife faithful all these years is unfaithful  

at last taking    you     a stranger to her bed 
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Twelve 
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1. 

Hera’s glory    more prayer than promise 

hetropaternal superfecundation 

all births are twin 

simultaneous series   mortal immortal   never equal 

dual destinies 

madness unleashes its fury 

the surface of illusion opens on 

bottomless depths 

the world loses meaning 

what acts could possibly atone for 

family blood 

on the hearth tiles 

to serve an inferior    to submit 

one’s will 

to a lesser will-- 

a lion formed in nightmares of 

a malevolent 

god   snatching village girls 
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as bait for heroes   cursed ground 

soaked with 

their blood     a place 

for later sacrifice and expiations    here 

a start 

impervious to arrows he 

trapped it in a cave     waited 

strangled it 

skinned it with its 

own claws    the hide became his 

iconic mantle 

thrown across his shoulders 

victory inspires terror   Eurystheus hid in 

a jar 

refusing to come out 

it takes a monster to slay 

a monster 

despite a human heart 
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2. 

hatred’s a swamp   what deed would 

man be 

capable of if he 

had not first entered the vaporous  

regions     cold  

wind rattling dry cattails     

the multi capitalized hydra fouling its 

own swamp 

foul fumes curl     drift 

dead twisted trees    black mats of 

dead leaves  

trailing off twigs across  

putrid waters     two heads sprout from 

any decapitation 

(an allegory for monopoly) 

the event is always dead time 

nothing happens 

everything changes   Iolaus assists 

cauterizing each neck with blazing branch 

Hera sent 

a crab and scorpion 
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to aid the monster   in defeat 

constellation Cancer 

the curved stars of 

the scorpion’s tail   Impenetrability of empty sky 

hydra’s unkillable 

head buried under stone 

his arrows dipped in toxic blood 

start a 

web of events that 

will trap him in his own 

final destiny 

lighting his funeral pyre     

gods will have their will     the 

heroic will 

is acting in spite 
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3. 

swift as thought   flash of light 

off antlers 

all to be seen 

as if to chase a dream 

through endless 

time     we have seen 

that past present and future are 

not three 

parts of single temporality 

two readings of time each complete 

and exclusive 

the always limited present 

the essentially unlimited past and future 

which gather 

incorporeal events at surface 

sometimes it is said only present 

exits absorbing 

past and future into 

itself   the past and future light 

cones divide  

space-time into three regions 
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the set of all events that 

can be 

affected by what happens 

in the past     I know of  

a labyrinth 

that’s a straight line 

the hind racing through the past 

into all 

futures or as Zeno 

had it standing still in infinite 

now   tripped 

with an arrow     to  

catch light with nets   sacred to 

Artemis   huntress 

pursuing ever vanishing time 
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4. 

The boar is almost an afterthought 

the story 

focuses on the centaur 

Pholus and the rites of hospitality 

gone wrong 

a jar of wine 

poison arrows    everyday language’s part of 

human organism 

and no less complex 

most propositions are not false but 

simply nonsensical 

words felt not as 

transparency but as the things themselves 

the wine 

gifted by Dionysius himself 

too strong for the centaurs   Herakles 

killed them 

with his poison arrows 

Pholus   curious cut himself on an 

arrow head 

and also died    the 
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labors are full of collateral damage 

some say 

Chiron was also there 

and was wounded   immortal    in pain 

but unable 

to die   he traded 

his immortality for Prometheus   though that 

contradicts stories 

that he tutored Achilles 

and it was Chiron who advised 

him to 

drive the boar into 

deep snow    which he did and 

brought it 

to Eurystheos who hid 
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5.  

the amount of shit that can 

pile up 

in over 30 years 

ugliness as Adorno would have it 

would vanish 

if the relation of 

man to nature renounced its oppressive 

character    art  

is an outrage    an 

after image of enchantment     the language 

of what 

is not human     not 

everything in the world is exchangeable 

art thinks 

itself against what is 

Badiou complains that in Heidegger and 

postmodernism general 

only poetry is salvation 

he wants new absolutes    a mathematicization  

of language 

but fails to convince 
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stink beyond tolerance swarms of flies 

not ideas 

but pragmatic action prevails 

who would not like to divert 

two rivers 

washing it all away 

humiliating those who sought to humiliate  

demonstrating a 

divine sort of cleverness 

(no thought   of course   for those  

downstream) Eurotheos 

thought this was cheating 

only what does not fit into this 

world is 

true     the cleansing river 
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6. 

war has birds that tear men 

open      beaks 

of bronze   each feather 

a blade      fetid lake    stagnant waters 

trailing off 

dead trunks   their shit 

fouls all      thinking promotes general indifference 

a dangerous 

exercise     nevertheless we head 

for the horizon with bloodshot eyes 

to think 

is to follow the 

witches’ flight     we too have fouled 

our bed 

(cobalt blue meltwater pools 

my daughters     I fear you will 

know sun 

dread       cherished memories of 

snow   400 millibars of C02     what 

have I 

done to avert this 
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nothing)    if today nothing is harmonious 

harmony was 

false from the beginning 

the disharmonious harmonies of Heraklitos   sometimes 

one must 

startle birds into air 

with a rattle   where one can 

shoot down 

their winged presumptions 

or drive them into a different 

story where 

they can provide reason 

for another quest to face difficulty 

and achieve 

some measure of glory 
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7.  

was this the bull that Pasiphae 

one can 

understand the murderous rage 

of such an offspring   life of 

deformed labyrinths 

despair       at this point 

in such a mirror    faces are 

distorted   nor 

is it certain that 

only the sleep of reason gives 

us monsters 

the bull itself    blameless 

blundering as bulls do through vineyards 

and hedges    

nothing but a contemplation 

Plotinus says that one determines one’s 

own image 

and appreciates it only 

turning back to contemplate that from 

which one 

comes    rock wood animals 
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language is hostile to the particular 

and nevertheless 

seeks its rescue    what 

Benjamin calls the elimination of the 

unutterable   the 

bull in its mute 

perfection is all that is unutterable 

run wild 

wrestled to the ground 

by Herakles     he brings it proof 

of victory 

then releases it    a 

problem for Theseus to earn his 

chops on 

at Marathon near Athens 
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8.  

there are two ways to appeal 

to necessary 

destructions    the poet who 

speaks in the name of a 

creative power 

capable of overturning all 

orders and representations    to affirm difference 

a state 

of permanent revolution which 

characterizes eternal return and the politician  

who above 

all is concerned to 

deny all that differs so as 

to conserve 

or prolong an historical 

order    Diomedes   son of war   cruel 

as war 

to preserve the order 

prisoners   strangers   ground into the horses’ 

oats   his 

stables at the edge 
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of the black sea     the Platonists 

once said 

the not-one distinguishes itself 

from the One but not conversely 

the one 

doesn’t flee that which 

flees it   the mares fed their  

master become 

tame      though one of 

their descendants is said to have 

carried Alexander 

in his global conquest 

there’s indeed a god of war 

the god 

least permeable to prayer 
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9. 

there are not only two sexes 

but multitudes 

of sexes and identities 

in the male hegemony of Greece 

there was 

at the world’s edge 

at imagination’s edge   a kingdom    queendom 

warrior women 

independent of any man 

amazones    perhaps Iranian for warrior    a  

secret fear  

perhaps that the powerless 

should take power   there must be 

feminist Marxist 

essays on this but 

I haven’t found them    the unbridled 

mare   Hippolyta 

was willing to give 

her belt to Herakles but died 

in confusion 

engendered by Hera’s hatred 
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Herakles   as usual   not given to 

second looks 

reacting instantly whatever the 

collateral damage   Diodorus lists the warriors 

who died 

fighting him    an honor 

I suppose like the lists in 

the Iliad 

for the brave dead 

Theseus’ son Hippolytus was born of 

an Amazon 

and like them rejected  

sex and love   for which he 

suffered and 

died at Aphrodite’s hand 
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10. 

of the death of Geryon Stesichorus sang 

he bent 

his head to the 

side like a poppy that spoils 

its shape 

shedding all its petals 

though according to Hesiod Geryon 

was a  

monster with three heads 

a journey to this point across 

Libyan deserts 

an arrow shot at 

the sun in anger at its 

relentlessness   for  

which Helios was amused 

a cattle drive basically   the philosophical 

import of  

which is hard to 

determine   maybe something to do with 

property      redistribution 

of assets through violence 
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monopolies oligarchy striving for dominion instead 

of liberty 

exploitation of small or 

weak nations by the richest nations     imperialism 

defined as 

parasitic or decaying capitalism 

for the Greeks I am sure 

it was  

just another chance to 

be amused at the hero’s exploits 

his animal 

cleverness as he defeats 

all the challenges of the quest 

the hero 

overcomes    unlike us all 
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11.  

daughters of evening whose laughter filled 

the gardens 

gold with the light 

of the setting sun blue Atlas 

mountains     shore 

of the encircling ocean 

apples from the edge of earth 

Antaeus whose 

strength was from earth 

Atlas who stood between the sky 

and earth 

holding them forever apart 

there seems some wisdom hidden here 

about one’s 

place    a hero’s place 

as a hero is ultimately a daimon 

of place 

made sacred by blood 

as the flat world rounds Atlas 

becomes a  

symbol of our exile 
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if the celestial globe symbolizes absolute 

inclusivity   what 

happens to ill-fated Atlas 

who is so obviously not contained 

in that 

which he holds     Atlas 

embodies the question    in a round 

inclusive globe 

where all power emanates 

from the center     what is the  

significance of  

places which seem to 

have fallen outside the dimensions of 

the whole 

the center is elsewhere  
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12. 

Cerebus hound with three heads eyes 

for hell 

for earth for gods 

always arriving but never arrived never 

at home  

among the gods noted 

Jane Harrison    only the initiated can 

conquer death 

he  arrived at Eleusis 

the hero of Seneca’s tragedies and of 

all stoic 

thought is always Heracles 

he is always situated relative to 

the three 

realms     the infernal abyss 

celestial heights and the surface of 

the earth 

in the depths he 
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comes across frightening combinations and mixtures 

the sky 

is only always empty 

as for the earth he is 

its pacifier 

and surveyor     he brings 

back the hell hound and the 

celestial hound 

the serpent of hell 

and the serpent of the heavens 

no longer 

a question of Apollo 

up above or Dionysius down below 

Heracles of 

the surface in his 

dual battle against both depth and 

height a 

reorientation   a new geography 
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Three 
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1. 

she walks into the spring meadow 

gathering wild flowers to weave into 

her hair         it’s not as if 

she doesn’t understand the abyss that 

can open there at meadow’s edge 

the darkness that can rise up 

and seize her    it is with 

her always     the flowers are just 

a distraction     she understands the dark 

she cuts herself and bleeds while 

reading Sappho     full of despair    sure 

none will find her fair enough 

to ever love her      afraid that 

only death can love her fully 

for what and who she is 

each drop of blood a sweet 

pomegranate seed     each a solemn promise 

to embrace winter’s rain soaked fields 

she scents her room with candles 

and dreams after boys who look 

past her toward other girls who 
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giggle in mindless delight   she is 

the daughter of a goddess and 

must hold herself to higher graces 

in traditional philosophic terms the limit 

that defines woman is not epistemological  

but ontological the feminine is the 

structure of this limit as such 

all we perceive beyond this limit 

are basically male fantasy projections 

the mirror is not her friend 

the reflection she sees does not 

reflect what the world says it 

wants    if none in the world 

will embrace her     can she finally 

embrace the world     she gathers hyacinth 

and lily   wild rose   and daisy 

cut from the stem she knows 

they will only bloom a day 

or two    she will make of  

them a wedding crown and 

greet the stark god that rises 
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from the dark beneath the soil 

or she will wear her crown 

and imagine she is beautiful while 

doing chores   being and non-being are 

the same therefore it is the  

same whether this house is or 

not     whether the water is brought 

up from the well     whether the  

clothes are washed and set out 

to dry       it’s all the same 

tomorrow the flowers will wilt 

and she will be to blame 
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2. 

she watches her daughter despair and 

despairs    she is the flower of 

her life     so afraid the bud 

will wilt before it ever blooms 

so afraid that she will embrace  

the persistent darkness that courts her 

where the great mothers still have  

a monopoly of thought      in Egypt 

the noble dead had the image 

of the sky goddess Nut   rebearer 

painted on the floors or lids 

of their sarcophagi      it is not 

only the post Neolithic burial habits 

that came under the sign of 

the great mother     the main symbols 

earth and house field and digging 

stick   birth and seed   harvest and 

underworld sea boat cave and egg 

sorrow is another name for mother 

she thinks    nothing passes through our 

womb that is not subject to 
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suffering and death    no green shoot 

that does not ripen and wilt 

still     she comforts herself    there’s joy 

in the ripe fields of grain 

rippling gold under summer skies 

there’s joy in watching the girl 

weave flowers in her yellow hair 

time is a circle    an unhatched 

egg    no beginning and end    only 

the endless repetition of the same 

I was the girl in the 

meadow    she will be the mother 

the desolate old crone contains us 

both    we are dawn and dusk 

and the day’s work in between 

she watches her daughter watch the 

mirror     love will find you    she 

thinks   or something that is not 

quite love but will get you 

through      you are what I know 

of love    she thinks      you think 
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I know nothing of how you 

feel    but I have felt it  

all before      I know the dark 

suitor    I know the temptation    if 

I told you   you would turn 

away from me refusing to believe 

I can only direct you      do 

what you have always done   lay 

out the laundry to dry in 

the sun    go to the well 

to draw water       gather your flowers 

weave the crown for your hair 
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3. 

nothing   an anathema to Parmenides   yet 

nothing is precisely what is left 

to hymn      after long search and 

many discarded words      she knows nothing 

embracing it with a howling laughter 

like wind blowing across empty fields 

with the scent of coming snow 

nothing is in the crow’s flight 

and in the shadow of old  

stones     I have lost everything there 

is to lose     I have given 

it all to darkness   but I 

am still here      toothless I suck 

marrow from the bones of time 

are you worried about the future 

the future is easy    pick your 

favorite apocalypse    it is the past 

that is difficult     too many clues 

are missing    how does one make 

sense out of all the things 

that happened    or far more importantly 
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all the things that didn’t happen 

the gaps the lacunae the shadowed  

hollows         graves of our lost days 

in dreams she dwells in a 

hut made of bones at the 

edge of a talus slope    tumbled 

gray granite boulders written over by 

hieroglyphs of lichen and pale moss 

a gray green stream curls by 

the door    she is dressed in 

rags of fur      I don’t know 

what dreams mean but she has 

become age itself   stone and bone 

and cold water on the edge 

of some world not this world 

she laughs at this as she 

laughs at everything   when nothing 

is left there is still laughter 

there are dimensions here times and 

places never moderated    the entire exotic 

geography which characterizes a mode of 
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thought as well as a style 

of life     no one ever dies 

but has just died or is  

about to die      death is the  

only faithful lover    he courts us 

from the day we are born 

no matter how often we reject 

him   he returns patient and sad 

holding the wilted garlands we made 
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Random Notes 
 

One: 

“the tense of the verbs is important”—from a comment by 

Coxen in his translation. The fact that the verb is imperfect 

implies the action is not once and done but continues. 

“encompassing or persuasive, “εὐκυκλέος or εὐπειθέος–variant 

readings of Parmenides text. Heidegger had εὐκυκλέος, 

encircling or encompassing. 

“nowhere does it say the goddess is named truth”—as 

Heidegger asserts. In fact, Heidegger’s whole Parmenides is 

based on this assertion, and is the primary focus of his 

discussion. Rather than deal with the main points of 

Parmenides treatise, he focuses on the meaning of truth thought 

in a Greek way, truth as a goddess, as a revelation of being, as 

the uncanny. This is interesting in its own right, but seems to 

use the poem rather than explore it. 

“far from the usual abidance of mankind”—from the 

translation of Heidegger’s last lecture. 

“plain of immanence”: Deleuze. 

To speak and say is itself an act of translation—Heidegger’s 

Parmenides as is “the uncanny shines through everything.” 
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“a snake with two heads” from Parmenides’ poem. 

“physics fawns on the cryptic”:  φύσις κρύπτεσθαι φιλεῖ. Not 

quite Heraklitos, because it maps the sounds of the phrase more 

than the meaning. 

“are we yet thinking Greek in a Greek way.” Heidegger, 

Parmenides. 

The quote from Syrianus from Coxen’s secondary sources in 

Fragments of Parmenides. 

“the eternal moment in structural terms “ : Sloterdijk, Bubbles 

“all things are contemplations says Plotinus” : from Deleuze, 

but also of note, Plotinus works were called the Ennead, the 

nine. Part of me says I should rework the nine section to include 

passages from Plotinus to add that extra element of “nineness,” 

but the better part of me shakes my head and says, “no, 

enough.” 

“the theory of relativity put an end. . .” :  Hawking 

“The philosopher of the future. . .”  : Deleuze on Nietzsche--I 

love this passage from Pure Immanence. 

“what was god. . .” :  Sloterdijk. 

“the differences so dramatic . . . “ :  Also Sloterdijk. 

Nine 
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1. 

The beginning is Heidegger—he felt information was an 

Americanism. 

“it had to be a philosopher,”  : Deleuze on Heidegger. The next 

several lines lifted from Deleuze, mostly from What is 

Philosophy. 

“my intention is not . . . “ :  Foucault, History of Madness. 

“Information should be considered/ a new asset class,” :  

Infonomics, Laney. 

‘the so called consumer economy … “ : Marcuse. 

‘the darkening of the world. . .” :  Adorno. 

‘when new information technologies” up through the bit about 

Brecht : James Gleick. 

The old Nazi is, of course, Heidegger. 

2. 

After the bit about the church, much of the rest until “let us seek 

out. . .” is Adorno. Heidegger takes over until “the god of 

writing” which is Derrida 

“we look for a word” forward is just me. 

3. 

Part of the legend of Orpheus is that he was torn apart by the 

Maenads of Dionysius and his head was thrown into a river 

where it floated to the sea and sometime later ended up on the 

shores of Lesbos. There it prophesied until ultimately Apollo 

silenced it. 

4. 
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Quotes are from Heidegger’s last lecture and the biography of 

Heidegger by Safranski 

Also Deleuze and Sloterdijk 

“…humidity much”: Paul Celan, “Todtnauberg” 

5. 

After the first four stanzas, a long versification of the Dancing 

Song from Zarathurstra as translated by Kaufman. 

The dream of the woman turning into a bear is mine. 

6. 

“a word unfit” : Derrida: Cinders 

“dark eyes admiring him”—Hannah Arendt 

The last lyric is from Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations. 

7. 

Sloterdijk from Bubbles, Plato, of course, and a bit of Hegel. 

8. 

The first statement is from Heisenberg. He said if one 

substituted the word energy for the word fire in Heraklitos one 

would have something resembling modern physics. 

“a thing is called one. . .” : Aristotle. 

“let us again choose our embankment. . .”  : Einstein. 

“just as skaters. . .” : Hawking. 

“the whole history of science. . .” : Greene 

And then back to Hawking. 

“for Parmenides. . .” : Sloterdijk. 
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Hawking. 

Sloterdijk. 

9. 

“Homer’s tale of Penelope. . .” : Adorno. 

The parts about memory and the Sirens are mostly Sloterdijk. A 

tiny bit of Freud. 

 

Twelve 

1. 

Hetropaternal superfecundation: Heracles mother, Alcmene, 

was visited by Zeus in the form of her husband. Later her 

husband came home and also impregnated her.  She bore twins 

engendered by two different fathers.  

“all births are twin” : Sloterdijk. 

“simultaneous series” : Deleuze. 

“madness unleashes its fury. . .” : Foucault. 

2. 

Originally had some Lenin here, but edited it out. 

3. 

Discussion of time, mostly Deleuze, a bit of Hawkings. 

4. 

I think the quote is Deleuze, but could be part Wittgenstein. 

5. 
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Sources are named in the poem. 

6. 

“thinking promotes general indifference” : Deleuze. 

“harmony was false from the beginning. “ : Adorno. 

7. 

Pasiphae had sex with a bull and gave birth to the minotaur. 

“it is not certain that/ only the sleep of reason gives/us 

monsters” : Deleuze 

“language is hostile. . .” : also Deleuze. 

8. 

First five stanzas : Deleuze. 

“Platonists once said. . .” : Sloterdijk. 

“there’s indeed a god of war. . .” : Deleuze. 

9. 

Sources stated. 

10. 

Reference to, but not quotes from, Imperialism the Highest form of 

Capitalism by Lenin. 

11. 

“what / happens to ill-fated Atlas. . .” Sloterdijk. 

“the hero of Seneca’s tragedies. . .” : same. 

Three 

1. 
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“in traditional philosophic terms. . .” Zizek. 

2. 

“where the great mothers . . “ :Sloterdijk 

3.  

“there are dimensions here. . .” : Deleuze (I think) possibly a 

blend of Sloterdijk and Deleuze. 
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Works citied in the course of the poem 
 

Intellectual honesty—and years of academic training that I 

cannot quite shed—make it uncomfortable for me not to at least 

acknowledge the authors I stole from for this poem. It is useful 

to note that I was reading as I was writing. I did not do a vast 

survey of philosophy before I sat down to work on this poem. 

What is quoted and what is in the poem is to a high degree 

accidental. It reflects what I was reading at the time, not 

necessarily some overall schema of what philosopher or 

philosophy was best reflected in what part of the poem. 

Sometimes I would go back to something remembered and 

sometimes future reading would spur me to go back and alter 

something I had previously written, but overall the inclusion of 

a particular quote in a particular section is a result whatever 

synchronicity occurred between what I was reading at a 

particular moment and what part I was currently writing. 

Consequently, there are big and obvious gaps in the 

philosophic spectrum represented by these citations. Also, 

what philosophers I read was, for the most part, dictated by 

what was on my bookshelf at the time, or by what I acquired 

during the writing of the poem. I did not do any systematic 

research. Despite any appearance of scholarship, the poem was 

a personal act. It began with a close reading of Parmenides in 

Greek that provided me with new insights into both poetry and 

certain possibilities of meaning. The resulting poem is an 

exploration of those possibilities. 

I also feel I should acknowledge the lack of diversity in my 

sources. They consist almost entirely of white men. That was 

not intentional and, to some extent, reflects the lack of diversity 

in the field. But only to some extent. I could have sought out 
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more diverse sources and would have if I had approached it in 

a more systematic way. I offer that not as an excuse but as an 

apology. Susan Howe, Ann Carson, and HD are three women 

who have had an enormous influence on my poetry. I quoted 

only from Ann Carson, so she is cited, the others are not 

included below. 

I have annotated the Bibliography for the idle and curious. My 

annotations do not reflect any scholarly assessment, only my 

reactions to and opinions of the various authors and books. 

Aesthetic Theory, Theodor W. Adorno. Translated by Robert 

Hullot-Kentor, University of Minnesota Press, 

Minneapolis, 2008. 

This is, I think, the only book on Aesthetics that actually seems 

relevant to the actual appreciation and creation of art. That said, 

it is a difficult go. It wasn’t finished before Adorno’s death and 

so could profit from some editing. However, what makes it both 

difficult and profitable is Adorno’s relentless dialectical 

reasoning. He can never assert anything without also asserting 

its opposite. His dialectic allows him to look at art from multiple 

perspectives and sides, to see the truth in opposites.  

Minima Moralia Reflections on a Damaged Life, Theodor W. 

Adorno, translated by E. F. N Jephcott,  Verso, an 

imprint of New Left Books, New York, 2005. 

Interesting and often moving essays, criticisms and 

observations. 

The Library, Apollodorus, from the Perseus Project, Tufts 

University, http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper  

Apollodorus provides the most widely used version of the 

Labors of Herakles. 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper
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A New Aristotle Reader, Edited by J. L. Lackrill, Princeton 

University Press, New Jersey, 1987. 

This book is a collection of bits and pieces of the works of 

Aristotle, translated by various translators. I have the full texts 

of many of these works, and I have access to the Greek via the 

Perseus project at Tufts University.  

(http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/) These translations 

suffer from a common defect in translations of Aristotle, they 

take his tentative, exploratory terminology and translated it 

into standard philosophical terminology. Reading the Greek 

shows Aristotle’s struggles to find a terminology for these new 

concepts. None-the-less, since I used this book for what I put in 

the poem, I cite it. 

Infinite Thought, Truth and the Return to Philosophy, Alain Badiou, 

Translated and edited by Oliver Feltham and Justin 

Clemens, Continuum, London and New York, 2003. 

Badiou dislikes the dependence of modern and postmodern 

philosophy on language and poetry and wants to substitute a 

mathematicization of philosophy, but his math seems 

unimpressive to me. He is also quite fond of Lacan, which 

bothers me.  One could argue this is mostly sour grapes, since 

what I most like in recent philosophy is precisely its focus on 

language and poetry.  I have a definite bias. Still. in short, 

Badiou is not my favorite philosopher. 

Illuminations, Walter Benjamin, Translated by Edwin and Will 

Muir, Introduction by Hannah Arendt, Harcourt, Brace 

and World, New York, 2007. 

A beautiful book by a lovely soul. 
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Economy of the Unlost: (Reading Simonides of Keos with Paul Celan), 

Ann Carson, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 

1999. 

A beautiful book, as are many of her books. Her insights on 

Simonides are amazing; her insights on Paul Celan are good. 

Her comparison and contrast of the two is OK. They share 

certain aspects: an economy of language, a penchant to 

approach things through negatives, a relationship to death and 

dying. But I think the differences of time and milieu, 

circumstances and intent dwarf the similarities. 

The Fragments of Parmenides with text and notes by A.H. Coxon, A. 

H. Coxon, Parmenides Publishing, New York, 2009. 

This is the book that started it all, at least as far as this poem 

goes. An excellent scholarly work with text, translation, 

commentary, and ancient scholia. Oddly, perhaps, I found 

reading Parmenides closely a transforming event. It made me 

appreciated the Parmenidean elements in Heidegger and other 

philosophers even as I came to quarrel with their 

interpretations.  

Difference and Repetition, Gilles Delueze, translated by Paul 

Patton, Columbia University Press, New York, 1994. 

This book lays the foundation for many of Deleuze’s later 

works. 

Pure Immanence Essays on a Life, Gilles Deleuze, translated by 

Anne Boyman, Zone Books, New York, 2005.  

A lovely set of four essays. Each stimulating in its way. 

Interestingly, I like Deleuze most when he is focusing on 

particular texts, so I found the essays on Nietzsche and Hume 

especially enjoyable and valuable. 
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The Logic of Sense, Gilles Delueze, Translated by Mark Lester 

with Charles Stivale, Edited by Constantin V. Boundas, 

Columbia University Press, New York, 1990. 

A beautiful and powerful book that treats the idea of sense and 

nonsense. I quibble with some of the psychoanalytic parts of the 

later chapters, but overall an enlightening book. 

What is Philosophy, Gilles Deleuze and Fėlix Guattari, translated 

by Hugh Thomlinson and Graham Burchell, Columbia 

University Press, New York, 1994. 

I have quoted extensively from this book in the poem. It is a 

passionate overview of the philosophy of Deleuze, providing a 

scope and a poetry that is compelling.  

Cinders, Jacques Derrida, translated by Ned Lukacher, 

University Minnesota Press, 2014. 

 

A lovely little book, as much a poetic excursion as a work of 

philosophy. I have friends who bristle at the name of Derrida. 

They see deconstructionism as a disease that turns literature 

into a nihilistic effort, which reduces all art into meaningless 

rhetoric. They see this without ever having read him. They are 

reacting more to the politics of deconstructionism that divided 

the academic world in the 1980s. Graduate schools became 

militantly for or against the new French philosophy. Jobs were 

lost, careers destroyed in a battle which ultimately had very 

little to do with the love of literature. One of the reasons I did 

not get a PHD was that I was not interested in this fight. That 

said, years later, coming to Derrida absent any political agenda, 

I find much of what he writes clever, insightful and more 

respectful of the literature than rumor would have had it. I do 

not buy some of the core bits of his philosophy, but his 

discussion of actual works is diverting and often illuminating. 
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Dissemination, Jacques Derrida, translated by Barbara Johnson, 

University of Chicago Press, 1981. 

From this book I am most interested in the essay “Plato’s 

Pharmacy” which provides an arresting discussion of Plato’s 

attitudes toward writing, language and memory.  

Sovereignties in Question The Poetics of Paul Celan, Jacques 

Derrida, edited by Thomas Dutoit and Outi Pasanen, 

Fordham University Press, New York, 2005. 

This is one of the best books on Paul Celan that I have ever read. 

Spurs Nietzsche’s Styles, Jacques Derrida, translated by Barbara 

Harlow, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1979. 

A good book on Nietzsche, style and Heidegger and on what 

Heidegger ignored about Nietzsche in his massive four volume 

set of lectures. As always, Derrida is clever, playful and 

insightful even if he doesn't conclude in a way that would 

please some of my friends. 

Relativity, Albert Einstein, Project Gutenberg EBook, 2004. 

Einstein was quite good at taking his theories and explaining 

them to the non-physicist.  

History of Madness, Foucault, translated by Johnathan Murphy 

and Jean Kalfa, Routledge, Abringdon, Oxon, 2006. 

An amazingly powerful and often very moving book, despite 

its obsessive detailed review of documents and evidence. Still, 

I quote very little from it for this poem.  

The Interpretation of Dreams, Sigmund Freud, translated by A. A. 

Brill, Vigo Books, 2011. 

I love this book mostly for its extended account of the history of 

dream interpretation. I also respect that it made dreams an 
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important intellectual topic. I like the way Freud writes. He is a 

persuasive in communicating his theories. That said, I think 

Freud was fundamentally wrong about the nature of the human 

psyche. His evidence is purely anecdotal, and there are 

infinitely other ways to interpret his cases. Freud developed his 

system and then fit everything into it, no matter how 

awkwardly it fit. 

The Information, James Gleick, Pantheon Books, New York, 2011. 

A nice, well written, overview of the history of information 

theory. I quoted an extensive passage from his discussion of 

how new information systems disrupt society. 

the elegant universe, Brian Green, Norton, New York, 1999. 

A good overview of the history of science and String Theory. 

Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion, Jane Harrison, The 

World Publishing Company, Meridian Books, 

Cleveland, 1966. 

A powerful study of the more superstitious, chthonic and 

darker aspects of Greek religion. A good counter balance to the 

typically idealized and rationalized discussions of Greek 

religion. 

A Brief History of Time from the Big Bang to Black Holes, Stephen 

Hawking, Bantam Books, New York. 1988. 

A good and surprisingly brief history of science culminating in 

relativity and quantum mechanics. 

The Grand Design, Stephen Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow, 

Bantam Books, New York, 2010. 

This book is here mostly because of a single statement which 

made me angry. Hawking asserted that Philosophy was dead. 
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Science had overtaken it and philosophy had not kept up. I 

think this shows a total misunderstanding of philosophy and 

even, surprisingly given his obvious scientific brilliance, a 

misunderstanding of science. Science might tell us that we live 

in one of infinite universes, but philosophy explores what it 

means to live in such a multiverse. I also don’t really buy the 

idea of removing anomalies from our universe by averaging 

them across a multiverse. When measured against infinity 

nothing has substance, but I think it is more gimmick than fact. 

Hegel’s Science of Logic, Hegel, translated by A.V Miller, 

Humanity Books, New York, 1969. 

One of those tomes I return to again and again. Being is 

Nothingness. Nothingness is Being. Between the two is 

becoming. Hegel’s dialectic is a ourobouros eating its own tail. 

Everything becomes its opposite, thus all opposites are 

ultimately the same. It is the last and greatest gasp of German 

Idealism, a grand system and a methodology that 

simultaneously explains everything and nothing. 

Basic Concepts of Ancient Philosophy, Martin Heidegger, 

translated by Richard Rojcewicz, Indiana University 

Press, Bloomington, Indiana, 2008. 

This book is hardly more than student's notes from a series of 

lectures on the Pre-Socratics, Plato and Aristotle. That being 

said, it reinforces some insights from other books and presents 

some concepts more simply and clearly than is usual with many 

of Heidegger's actual texts. 

Being and Time, Martin Heidegger, translated by John 

Macquarrie and Edward Robinson, Harper Collins, 

New York, 1962. 
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Peter Sloterdijk writes in Neither Sun not Death (see below), “If 

Heidegger has been so stimulating for me, it is because of the 

unprecedented seriousness with which he conceived the 

problem of ecstatic immanence of being-in-the-world.” 

I could write a book on this, but then so many books have 

already been written. I think you cannot claim to understand a 

philosopher until you can argue with them. It took me years to 

get to that point with Heidegger. I find his description of human 

existence compelling—much more that the traditional cogito 

ergo sum with a self that somehow encounters and processes 

objects in the world. That we are thrown into a world with 

certain finite possibilities, that we find ourselves with others, 

that we are anxious before our own finiteness, our inevitable 

cessation of existence, and that being, that most abstract of 

concepts, is, in every case, personal, all this resonates with me.  

I disagree with his “Jargon of Authenticity,” that is with his 

sense of authentic self vs the They. The whole authenticity 

structure seems to be an incorporation of the Christian structure 

of faith against worldliness. I also am troubled by his German 

chauvinism and am both attracted to and suspicious of his 

peasant sensibilities—the love of handcraft and tool shops as 

opposed to industry and modern technologies.  

Early Greek Thinking, Martin Heidegger, translated by David 

Farrell Krell and Frank A. Capuzzi, Harper and Row, 

New York, 1975. 

Part of Heidegger’s obsession with beginnings. He believed 

that the pre-Socratics understood Being in a way that was lost 

in all later philosophy. His arguments depend on etymologies 

that are more creative than scholarly, though they do point to 

possibilities otherwise ignored. I think there is validity in 

“trying to think Greek in the Greek way.” We do tend to read 

them through heavily distorted lenses, assigning fully formed 
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modern concepts to what for the Greeks were tentative 

explorations of new conceptual areas. 

Logic, Martin Heidegger, Translated by Thomas Sheehan, 

University of Indiana Press,  Bloomington, Indiana 2010. 

This is perhaps my favorite work by Heidegger. It is essentially 

a redefining of the concept of truth. It clarifies many of the 

concepts of Being and Time (coming just before it) and lays the 

groundwork for many of his later lectures and texts. It might be 

useful to compare it to Hegel’s logic.  

On the Way to Language, Martin Heidegger, Harper Collins, 

1971. 

Lectures on language. In some ways I have always found these 

lectures a touch disappointing. He says more interesting things 

on language when dealing with other topics such as Logic and 

Reason. 

 Parmenides, Martin Heidegger, translated by Andrė Schuwer 

and Richard Rojcewics, Indiana University Press, 

Bloomington, Indiana 1992. 

I liked this book better before I actually read through the Greek 

of Parmenides for myself. Heidegger focuses on only a couple 

of aspects of the poem, focusing mostly on the idea of the 

goddess who he associates with aletheia or truth (without much 

evidence in the poem to justify that association.) I do still like 

some of the discussions around the nature of translation, the 

numinous, and truth, but overall my impression of the whole 

has weakened over time. 

The Principle of Reason, Martin Heidegger, translated by 

Reginald Lilly, Indiana University Press, Bloomington, 

1991. 
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“Nothing exists without sufficient reason,” wrote Leibniz. This 

book is an exploration of that statement and a suggestion of 

another way to view existence through alethea and the open 

clearing of being. 

What is Called thinking, Martin Heidegger, Translated by J. Glenn 

Gray, Harper and Row, New York, 1968. 

I like the holistic idea of thinking: walking around a subject, 

tasting, smelling it, talking to it, letting it present itself to you in 

as many ways as possible. 

I also referred to a PDF of Heidegger's last lecture as posted on 

the web site   

http://www.unm.edu/~ithomson/heid_trans01.html 

as translated by Ian Thompson.  

Physics and Philosophy, The Revolution in Modern Science, Werner 

Heisenberg, Harper Perennial Modern Classics, 2008. 

Really, quite an amazing book. Here primarily for a single quote 

about Heraclitus. 

Theogany, Hesiod, from Harvard Loeb edition, Hesiod, Homeric 

Hymns and Homerica, H.G. Evelyn White, and from Tufts 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper  

I use mostly the first 120 lines or so which form a Hymn to the 

Muses. I worked from the Greek, and translations are mine. The 

order of the Muses in NINE are as Hesiod presented them. 

Marxism and Form, Fredric Jameson, Princeton University Press, 

1971. 

I have a certain fondness for the writing of Jameson, though I 

know a few that despise it for its postmodern, Marxist jargon.  I 

think he has a subtle sense of the dialectic, informed by Adorno 

and Benjamin, among others. In this book I think he has 

http://www.unm.edu/~ithomson/heid_trans01.html
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper
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valuable insights into the forms of modern literature. I 

especially like the idea that literature becomes difficult in order 

to counter the culture of commercialism and advertising, to 

force the reader to pay attention in a world where language is 

as disposable as its products. 

Postmodernism or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, Fredric 

Jameson, Duke University Press, 1991. 

Another book of valuable Marxist insights into culture. 

The Art and Thought of Heraclitus, Charles Khan, Cambridge 

University Press, Cambridge, 1979. 

The text and a translation of Heraklitos along with a suggestion 

for the organization and interpretation of the fragments. 

“Infonomics: The Practice of Information Economics”, Douglas 

Laney, Forbes, 5/22/2012 at 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/gartnergroup/2012/05

/22/infonomics-the-practice-of-information-

economics/  

Here because I need an example of someone taking information 

as a commodity. 

The Principles of Philosophy Known as Monadology, G. W. Leibniz, 

Electronic text prepared and translated by Jonathan 

Bennett, 2007. 

I am always amazed at how many philosophical discussions 

seem to turn on something Leibniz wrote, considering that he 

never did write a book of philosophy only essays and letters. 

Never-the-less he is a central figure to rationalist and idealist 

philosophy. 

Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism, V. I. Lenin, Foreign 

Language Press, Peking, 1975. 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/gartnergroup/2012/05/22/infonomics-the-practice-of-information-economics/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/gartnergroup/2012/05/22/infonomics-the-practice-of-information-economics/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/gartnergroup/2012/05/22/infonomics-the-practice-of-information-economics/
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I like that my copy of this pamphlet was printed in China and 

has a stamp of the US government inside the cover saying it is 

not approved reading material. Overall I have mixed opinions 

of Lenin. Like many communists he is excellent at analyzing the 

faults of capitalism, but when it comes to utopian communism, 

he suddenly puts on rose colored glasses and uncritically talks 

about the dictatorship of the proletariat. I think part of the 

tragedy for Russia is that when he got there and took control of 

the revolution, he did not have any clear idea what to do with 

it. I hold him responsible for many deaths, and ultimately it was 

he who introduced Stalin to the world. 

Essay on Liberation, Herbert Marcuse, Beacon Press, Boston, 

1969. 

Interestingly Marcuse argues that the revolution must be forced 

on the workers because they (we) have been libidinally bound 

to consumer products. We cannot conceive of our satisfaction 

or happiness outside the market. I am more than a bit 

suspicious of both Freud and Marx, but kind of like some of his 

argument here. 

Das Kapital, Karl Marx, Waxkeep publishing, ebook. 

What can I say? Marx’s passion makes this dry topic readable. 

His empathy for the working poor is moving. The only criticism 

is that I think, like Hegel before him, he let his dialectics distort 

the data. He is not wrong; he is just not entirely right. 

The Portable Nietzsche, Nietzsche, translated by Walter 

Kaufman, Viking Press, 1979. 

Selections of Nietzsche, though it has the complete Zarathustra, 

Twilight of the Gods and the Antichrist. Not a scholarly 

reference, but it is, in fact, what I had on hand. 
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The Will to Power, Friedrich Nietzsche, Translated by Walter 

Kaufmann and R. J HollingDale, Vintage Books Edition, 

1967. 

Essentially a collection of notes gathered after his death, these 

sketches show Nietzsche at both his most thrilling and most 

vile. Heidegger sanitizes them and gives them a sense of order 

and comprehensive structure in his 4 volume collection of 

lectures called Nietzsche (Harper Collins, 1987) 

The Laws of Plato, Plato, translated by Thomas. L. Pangle, Basic 

Books Inc., New York, 1980. 

Plato at his driest and most antidemocratic, but he has a 

wonderful line early in the work: “Are we not dance partners 

to the gods. . .” 

The Republic of Plato, Plato, from the Greek at The Perseus 

Project, Tufts University, 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper . 

I just wanted the Greek for the myth of the cave. 

Literary Essays, Ezra Pound, New Directions, New York, 1968. 

These essays have always formed a touchstone of my own 

poetics. I am much less enamored of Pound than I once was—I 

was a fanatic. I find it harder to forgive his racism and his 

fascism. His economics too often seem in line with the right 

wing extremist that plague our politics. That said, there are 

parts of the Cantos—canto XC, for one—that strike me as the 

closest any modern poet has come to writing a true hymn.  

Being and Nothingness, Sartre, translated by Hazel E. Barnes, 

Washington Square Books, New York, 1973. 

I am not as fond of Sartre as I once was, but there has never been 

a more eloquent advocate of absolute freedom and absolute 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper
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responsibility of the self before the world. I am not sure I believe 

any of it anymore, but it still stirs a little seed of rebellion, the 

desire to just say “no.” 

The Complete Works of Diodorus Siculus 

The earliest surviving complete account of the labors of 

Herakles. They differ in many ways from the account of 

Appollodorus. Diodorus generally finds no wrong with 

Heracles and sees him primarily as a tamer of wilderness and a 

bringer of civilization. 

Bubbles Spheres I, Peter Sloterdijk, translated by Weiland Hoban, 

Semiotext(e), Lost Angeles, 2011. 

See below: 

Globes Spheres II, Peter Slorterdijk, translated by Weiland 

Hoban, Semiotext(e), Los Angeles, 2014. 

These are beautiful books--I mean physically. My copies, 

translations, are beautifully bound and printed on quality 

paper with hundreds of reproduced images of various artworks 

and architectures. I also found the content itself stimulating, for 

the most part. Sloterdijk is excellent at weaving bizarre stories 

from history and myth into his discussions. And, much of what 

he says has a ring of scholarship and common sense. That said, 

I suspect he has stretched the symbol of the sphere about as far 

as it can go without bursting, and I have doubts as to the whole 

theory of the placenta as twin. 

Neither Sun Nor Death, Peter Slorterdijk, Hans-Jürgen Heinrichs, 

Translated by Steve Corcoran, SemioText(e), Los 

Angeles, 2011. 

An interview that clarifies the broad outlines of Sloterdijk’s 

philosophy. 
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Philosophical Investigations, Ludwig Wittgenstein, translated by 

G. E. M. Anscombe, BlackWell Publishing, Malden, MA. 

2007. 

I have always found this book compelling with its focus on 

language and how words are used. His stated purpose is to 

clear the mind of the confusions of philosophy. 

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, Ludwig Wittgenstein, ebook. 

Though the Investigations seem to me more important, I love 

the clever energy of this book. 

Interrogating the Real, Slavoj Zizek, Bloomsbury Publications, 

New York, 2006. 

Zizek has two pillars to his philosophy: Lacan and Hegel: 

Nobody takes Psychoanalysis seriously outside of philosophy 

and literary criticism. I can see some of why it is popular in 

those circles. Freud's theories have a strong linguistic 

component, in particular they suggest that words may have 

deep and unconscious signifiers, that they can be occult signs 

for hidden meanings. Lacan takes those linguistic aspects of 

psychoanalysis further, developing subtle significances and 

relations. The problem is that the underlying stratum, the 

theory of mind developed by psychoanalysis has been 

superseded or discredited by psychology and by neuroscience. 

So I have trouble accepting a philosophy that is so reliant on 

weak science. (I am also very tired of reading about "phallic" 

this and "Phallocentric" that.)  I consider Hegel a shaky 

influence also. Hegel's disciples, with a few notable exceptions, 

have a tendency to be so in love with the dialectic that they fail 

to see the phenomenon itself in its particulars.  

Zizek is clever and insightful and has much that is of interest to 

say about contemporary culture and politics, but I remain 
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uncomfortable with his philosophical foundations. I read him, 

but with a certain degree of reserve and dubiousness.



 

 


